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Abstract
We propose algorithms for organization of images in wide-area sparse-view datasets.
In such datasets, if the images overlap in scene content, they are related by wide-baseline
geometric transformations. The challenge is to identify these relations even if the images
sparingly overlap in their content. The images in a dataset are then grouped into sets of
related images with the relations captured in each set as a basal (minimal and foundational)
graph structures. Images form the vertices in the graph structure and the edges deﬁne the
geometric relations between the images. We use these basal graphs for geometric walkthroughs and detection of noisy location (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) information
that may be stored with each image.
We have ﬁve algorithmic contributions. First, we propose an algorithm BLOGS
(Balanced Local and Global Search) that uses a novel hybrid Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) strategy called ’hop-diﬀusion’ for epipolar geometry estimation between a pair of
wide-baseline images that is 10 times faster and more accurate than the state-of-the-art.
Hops are global searches and diﬀusions are local searches. BLOGS is able to handle very
wide-baseline views characteristic of wide-area sparse-view datasets. It also produces a
geometric match score between an image pair. Second, we propose a photometric match
score, the Cumulative Correspondence Score (CCS). The proposed photometric scores are
fast approximations of the computationally expensive geometric scores. Third, we use the
photometric scores and the geometric scores to ﬁnd groups of related images and to organize
them in the form of basal graph structures using a novel hybrid algorithm we call the
COnnected component DIscovery by Minimally Specifying an Expensive Graph (CODIMSEG). The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the number of geometric estimations
and yield results similar to what would be achieved if all-pair geometric matching were

ix

done. We compared the performances of the CCS and CODIMSEG algorithms with GIST
(means summary of an image) and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) based approaches. We found
that CCS and CODIMSEG perform signiﬁcantly better than GIST and k-NN respectively
in identifying visually connected images. Our algorithm achieved more than 95% true
positive rate at 0% false positive rate. Fourth, we propose a basal tree graph expansion
algorithm to make the basal graphs denser for applications like geometric walk-throughs
using the minimum Hamiltonian path algorithm and detection of noisy position (GPS)
and orientation (magnetometer) tags. We propose two versions of geometric walkthroughs,
one using minimum spanning tree based approximation of the minimum Hamiltonian path
on the basal tree graphs and other using the Lin-Kernighan heuristic approximation on
the expanded basal graph. Conversion of a non-linear tree structure to a linear path
structure leads to discontinuities in path. The Lin-Kernighan algorithm on the expanded
basal graphs is shown to be a better approach. Fifth, we propose a vision based geometric
voting algorithm to detect noisy GPS and magnetometer tags using the basal graphs. This
problem has never been addressed before to the best of our knowledge.
We performed our experiments on the Nokia dataset (which has 243 images in the
’Lausanne’ dataset and 105 images in the ’Demoset’), ArtQuad dataset (6514 images) and
Oxford dataset (5063 images). All the three datasets are very diﬀerent. Nokia dataset is
a very wide-baseline sparse-view dataset. ArtQuad dataset is a wide-baseline dataset with
denser views compared to the Nokia dataset. Both these datasets have GPS tagged images.
Nokia dataset has magnetometer tags too. ArtQuad dataset has 348 images with the
commercial GPS information as well as high precision diﬀerential GPS data which serves as
ground truth for our noisy tag detection algorithm. Oxford dataset is a wide-baseline dataset
with plenty of distracters that test the algorithm’s capability to group images correctly. The
larger datasets test the scalability of our algorithms. Visually inspected feature matches
and image matches were used as ground truth in our experiments. All the experiments were
done on a single PC.

x

Chapter 1 Introduction

Large collections of images are ubiquitous today due to the advancement in technology that
has led to the advent of easily aﬀordable modern digital cameras and large digital storage
spaces. Nowadays, thousands of images can easily be stored in multimedia devices like cellphones equipped with a camera. However, if these images are not organized, it is diﬃcult to
interpret the overall information in the collection of the images. In contrast, if the images
are organized, browsing through them might tell a story.

Figure 1.1: An unorganized collection of images. Note that we tend to organize them in
our mind.

1

Organization of an image collection basically involves deﬁning the relative arrangements of the images in them. An image collection is unorganized if no such arrangement is
available. Figure 1.1 shows an example of an unorganized image collection. Notice that it
takes a while in our mind to arrange the images in the collection and to identify the sets of
images that overlap in scene content.
In the state-of-the-art, the easiest way of organizing large image collections is by
associating the images with tags containing the name of location and the time of capture.
Many cameras are also equipped with a GPS sensor and a full or partial INS sensor
which sense the position and orientation of the cameras respectively. Thus, position and
orientation are among other meta-data information that are often tagged with images these
days. Tags are useful in making images accessible by search and thus they help in leveraging
the information in relevant images. Organizing images by their visual content using tags
is more meaningful for some applications than simple image arrangement using tags. To a
certain extent, position and orientation tags can also help in organizing images according
to their visual content by pre-ﬁltering out relationships between those images that cannot
possibly match. However, tags cannot be used just by themselves to organize images by
their visual content. This is because we cannot be certain if the scene captured by a pair
of cameras lie in the intersection of their ﬁeld of views as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Also,
unfortunately, not all images have tags and tags are often noisy. Thus, we look at two
ensuing problems, one of organizing images without tags and the other of identifying noisy
tags.
Vision can be used to organize images by visual content without using tags by matching image pairs in a collection. An organized collection of images is shown in Figure 1.3.
Organized image collections can be exploited for many useful geometric applications like
3D reconstruction, 2D panorama stitching, geometric walk-throughs and detection of noisy
tags.
One of the important factors that distinguish research works in vision based image
organization is the baseline. Wide-baseline is a term referring to the large distance between
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Object
Object
FOV2

FOV1
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C1

FOV1

(a)

FOV2

I2

I1

C2

C1

(b)

C2

Figure 1.2: Figure showing the scene position and the intersection of the ﬁeld of views of
two cameras. (a) The scene is not in the intersecting ﬁeld of view (b) The scene is in the
intersecting ﬁeld of view.
the optical centers of two cameras relative to the distance of the cameras from the scene
they capture. Thus, the deﬁnition of wide-baseline also indicates having wide-angle between
the cameras. Most of the state-of-the-art research works assume the availability of narrowbaseline images in their dataset. However, in an arbitrary image collection, not only are we
likely to ﬁnd few matching views, but we are also more likely to ﬁnd wide-baseline views than
narrow-baseline views. Given the importance of the applications and the sparseness of the
views in majority of the datasets collectible in practice, very little research has been done on
image collections with sparse views spanning across large areas. One of the reasons is that
in general, for such datasets, dense reconstruction is not possible because of sparse views,
and panorama stitching is not possible because of wide-baseline. However, such image
collections might have regions where dense 3D reconstruction or 2D panorama stitching
might be possible. Also, the information in such image collections can be leveraged for use
in other important applications like geometric walk-throughs and detection of noisy position
(GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) tags that are the focus problems of this dissertation.
At this point, the reader is referred to the glossary of terms in Appendix A for a
list of terms used in the dissertation and their deﬁnition. The terms are mentioned mostly
in the order in which they appear in the dissertation.

3

1.1

Goals and Objectives

The goal of this dissertation is to organize images to leverage geometric information
in large wide-area sparse-view datasets using computer vision. Another goal is to bring
large scale image organization within the reach of the computation power of a single PC or
a future hand-held device in feasible time.
We seek to design algorithms that can eﬃciently match wide-baseline images sparsely
spanning over a wide-area. Wide-baseline images are diﬃcult to match, broadly because
of two reasons: detection and description. Same features might not be detected in two
images with overlapping scene content if they are separated by a wide-baseline. Even
if the same features are detected, the corresponding feature descriptors might vary a
lot due to large geometric transformation between the images, varying illumination and
varying angle of reﬂectance. The matching problem might also be aggravated due to the
presence of repeated patterns. Next is the problem of eﬃciently minimizing the use of
computational resources without sacriﬁcing the quality of result in multi-image organization
problem. Finally, we seek basal (minimal and foundational) graph structures for geometry
based applications like geometric walk-throughs, and detection of noisy position (GPS) and
orientation (magnetometer) tags. Geometric walk-throughs help in informative visualization
of an image collection, and identifying noisy position (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer)
tags is useful for other applications dependent on correctness of these tags. The objectives
of this dissertation are:
1. Our ﬁrst objective is to design a computationally eﬃcient algorithm to estimate
epipolar geometry between wide-baseline images. In order to meet our ﬁrst objective, we seek to design a photometric matcher and a geometric matcher capable
of matching very wide-baseline images. The geometric matcher would be used to
estimate the epipolar geometry without the knowledge of correspondence. The
photometric matcher would help in initializing a set of putative correspondences

4

Figure 1.3: An organized collection of images. Note that organized collections are visually
more satisfying.

5

and making the task simpler for the geometric matcher so that it only needs to
identify the correct correspondences in the putative correspondences. The correct
correspondences can then also produce the correct epipolar geometry. Geometric
matcher has two issues that need to be addressed. First is that the geometric
matcher is the bottleneck step in the pipeline. Thus, we want to reduce the time
taken by the geometric matcher to eﬃciently match a pair of images. Second,
factor is degeneracy. A sample from a data is degenerate if the sample does
not represent the entire data. Our geometric matcher should be able to yield
non-degenerate results.
2. Our second objective is to propose a geometric match score and a photometric
match score that is a close approximation to the computationally expensive
geometric match scores. The photometric match score would be produced using
photometrically weighted putative correspondences that would be an approximation to the geometric match score that is produced using geometrically weighted
putative correspondences. A task is to decide a threshold on the geometric and
photometric match scores to capture actual visual connectivity between images.
3. Our third objective is to design an eﬃcient algorithm for discovering connected
components of visually connected images in wide-area sparse-view datasets with
small number of expensive geometric estimations and still yield results similar to
that with all pairs geometric scores. Since, the geometric match score estimation
is computationally the bottle-neck step, we want to minimize the number of times
it is used by using the photometric match score for all image pairs to guide the
usage of the geometric matcher.
4. Our fourth objective is to automatically generate geometric walk-throughs in
an image collection. The connected components are organized in linear (path)
arrangement or planar (tree) arrangements as basal graph structures as shown
in Figure 1.4. Path is a linear organization and tree is a non-linear organization
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without a loop. Paths allow visualization of the collection as a video. A tree
structure can be mapped to a 2D plane layout visualization of a collection.
5. Our ﬁfth objective is to detect noisy location (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) tags using pair-wise geometry estimates. GPS can be noisy for various
reasons like ionosphere and troposphere delays, signal multi-path, receiver clock
errors, orbital errors, satellite geometry/shading and intentional degradation of
the satellite signal [4]. We need to identify reliable epipolar geometry estimates
from matching images to use them to detect noisy tags.

We seek to make

this process computationally eﬃcient by suggesting candidate image pairs for
geometry estimations that are likely to match by photometric pre-ﬁltering. Next,
relative orientations and unit translations between pairs of cameras are found.
Finally, we seek to use the reliable geometry estimates for estimation of rotation
and unit translation between a pair of images to detect the error in sensor based
tags.

1.2

Approach and Broadly Related Works

The problem of visual geometry based image organization including the wide-baseline
version we are addressing involves four basic steps: ﬁrst is feature extraction, second
is feature matching and image matching, third is multi-view clustering and formation of
minimal and foundational graphs in each cluster and the last stage is expansion of these
graphs for various applications.
We are interested in the problem of organization of wide-area sparse-view datasets to
leverage the geometric information in them. In this dissertation, we focus on the applications
like geometric walk-throughs and detection of noisy position and orientation tags. Current
research seeks to improve the accuracy of matching and to reduce the time and memory

7

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1.4: a) A set of connected images, b) a basal tree graph, c) basal path graphs. Note
that a basal tree graph might not have a connected basal path graph corresponding to it.
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usage of the entire pipeline of the four steps. Next, we discuss our approach and contrast
it broadly with related works. More detailed discussions appear later in chapter 2.
First in the pipeline is feature extraction which is also one of the slowest steps in
the geometry based image organization pipeline. This cost is linear over the number of
images. Features that can be matched accurately are the best features. Among all kinds of
features, point features have been most successfully used for matching specially for geometry
based image organization. Among all point features, SIFT [77] features are most popular
nowadays.

Image Pair

Detect Point Features
(SIFT)

2D image point
features and
descriptors

Photometric Matcher

Photometric
match score

Set of putative
correspondences

Geometric Matcher

Inlier
correspondences

Geometric
match score

Geometric pose

Figure 1.5: A ﬂowchart showing how photometric and geometric match scores are produced
by SIFT point feature matching between image pairs.
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Second is the problem of feature matching, that is to ﬁnd the corresponding points [79,
107] between a pair of images that can also be used to estimate the geometry of the
associated cameras. Feature matching can be of three types: photometric, geometric or
a hybrid of both photometric and geometric. Photometric constraints are weak constraints
based on local appearance of a point feature. The strongest constraint on feature matching
is the geometric constraint. The geometric constraint is that the corresponding points in
two images must be projections of a unique 3D point, and thus, all corresponding points
should constrain the geometry (position and orientation) of the two associated cameras.
However, geometric matching is very expensive compared to photometric matching. If
only the location of the 2D points in the images is used then the feature matching is
purely geometric. If only the local descriptors of each feature are used, then the feature
matching is purely photometric. If both the location and descriptors are used, then the
matching is hybrid. Hybrid strategies of matching are most popular in the state-of-the-art.
In hybrid methods, photometric matching is done ﬁrst but all photometrically established
correspondences do not necessarily satisfy the geometric constraint. Correspondences that
do not satisfy the geometric constraints imposed by the highest majority of correspondences
are discarded. This is best done in a random sampling framework where it is expected that
after a number of trials, a sample of minimal points with all correct correspondences would
be drawn producing an epipolar geometry supported by all the correct correspondences.
RANSAC [47], MAPSAC [125], guided-MLESAC, M-estimator [33], pbM-estimator [103],
PROSAC [37] and ORSA [86] are the few of the popular matching algorithms among others
in the state-of-the-art. Image matching scores can be generated using the rate and number
of inliers in putative correspondences identiﬁed in the feature matching process as shown in
Figure 1.5. The parallelogram boxes in Figure 1.5 denote input or output. The rectangular
boxes indicate algorithms. The red rectangular boxes with name of algorithm in green are
our contributions.
We propose a ’hop-diﬀusion’ Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) [27] strategy and
a hybrid matching algorithm Balanced LOcal and Global Search (BLOGS) that is better
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than the state-of-the-art in terms of speed and accuracy. First, we propose an epipolar
geometry estimation algorithm for a pair of cameras separated by a wide-baseline. As
described earlier, wide-baseline refers to large distance between the optical centers of the
two cameras. Matching wide-baseline images is diﬃcult because the same features might not
get detected in both images and even if they do, their local appearance might vary a lot due
to geometric transformations and changes in illumination between the images. Presence of
repeated patterns makes the problem even more diﬃcult. We calls our algorithm, BLOGS
(Balanced LOcal and Global Search). Instead of random sampling done in most of the
state-of-the-art algorithms, BLOGS does two kinds of guided sampling - local and global.
Local guidance is based on a probability distribution deﬁned by the best epipolar geometry
estimated so far by the algorithm and global search is based on a probability distribution
deﬁned ’apriori’ based on photometry. So we have two simultaneous processes: global hops
and local diﬀusions. In the algorithm, local diﬀusions operate as a Markov Chain and if
the global hops produce a better result, local diﬀusions start around that result. We call
this strategy ’hop-diﬀusion’. BLOGS has a novel degeneracy measure based on the spectral
scatter of a pair of correspondences. BLOGS performs best with an equal mix of hops and
diﬀusions. BLOGS is 10 times faster than the competing state-of-the-art algorithms for
same accuracy and takes the lowest time for a single iteration and the time per iteration
is constant on increasing the number of iterations unlike other algorithms. BLOGS is
also better in identifying more number of inliers within a threshold in a given number of
iterations.
Third in the pipeline is the problem of multi-view clustering that is to identify
connected components in a graph with image vertices and edges connecting images overlapping in scene content. The ﬁrst step of this problem is to estimate this graph. Multiview clustering can again be of three types: photometric, geometric or a hybrid of both
photometric and geometric [13, 68, 75, 115]. Photometric methods compute photometric
match scores between all pairs of images exhaustively. GIST features [45, 95] and Bagof-Words (BoW) [15, 45, 92] of SIFT features are used in the state-of-the-art to produce
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photometric scores. Geometric methods compute geometric match scores between all pairs
of images exhaustively. However, the quadratic cost of estimation of geometric scores
between all pairs of images is infeasible although it yields the most desirable results. The
challenge is to minimize the number of geometric score estimations and still yield results
as if geometric scores for all pairs of images were estimated. This challenge is answered
by using hybrid methods for multi-view clustering where expensive geometric scores are
opportunistically estimated using guidance done by cheap all-pair exhaustive photometric
estimates.

In the state-of-the-art, k photometric nearest neighbors of each nodes are

retained in a graph for geometric score estimations. This has been the most commonly
used or possibly the only algorithm used in vision for multi-view clustering to the best of
our knowledge.
We collectively call minimal and application-wise foundational graph structures as
basal graphs. In the state-of-the-art, basal graph structures are sought to establish connection between images in a collection. Snavely [115] proposed a minimal and foundational
graph structure for 3D reconstruction called ’skeletal sets’ (maximum leaf spanning trees).
Thus, ’skeletal sets’ proposed by Snavely is also a basal graph. In Snavely’s algorithm,
3D reconstruction is ﬁrst done over the internal nodes of the graph. Later, incremental
reconstruction is done over this initial result using the leaf nodes. Unlike, narrow baseline
image collections used in Snavely’s work for 3D reconstruction, we are interested in leveraging the information in wide-area sparse-view datasets for other applications like geometric
walk-throughs and detection of noisy position (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) tags.
We propose two other kinds of basal graph structures for geometry based organization of
wide-area sparse-view datasets targeted towards these applications.
Our method is a uniﬁed approach involving clustering as well as seeking the basal
tree graphs simultaneously using minimum number of geometric estimations.

We use

BLOGS to estimate geometric match scores and propose computationally cheap photometric match scores called Cumulative Correspondence Score (CCS) to approximate the
computationally expensive geometric match scores. We propose an algorithm CODIMSEG
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(COnnected component DIscovery by Minimally Specifying Expensive Graph) as a better
alternative to k-NN approach used in the state-of-the-art for minimizing geometric estimations and minimally sacriﬁcing accuracy compared to exhaustive geometric estimation
between all image pairs. The CODIMSEG algorithm looks for a spanning tree in a graph
of image vertices with most number of edges over a threshold on geometric match scores.
CCS computation over all image pairs is very fast because we are able to use very small
images and thus we can reduce the space and time. CCS gives a signiﬁcantly more accurate
approximation of the geometric match score than GIST as CODIMSEG algorithm identiﬁes
more edges above geometric match score threshold (that does not allow false positives)
using CCS than GIST. Bag-of-Words is another method that yields results comparable to
GIST [45]. However, performance of BoW is known to overly depend on training of the
dictionary of words. Thus, we choose to compare CCS with GIST.
Fourth, in the pipeline is the expansion of the basal graphs (or skeletal graphs [115]
proposed by Snavely) that connect images. Graph expansion is required because the basal
graphs might be too sparse for many applications. In the state-of-the-art, graph expansion
(better known as ’query expansion’) is primarily done in two ways. One way [13] is by
looking at transitive closures of the edges in the basal graph. Another way [68] is by
looking at those edges ﬁrst that maximally increase algebraic connectivity of the basal
graph. However, both these strategies have some limitations. While looking for transitive
closures is a good idea, looking for all transitive closures like done in the state-of-the-art
is not. It is note-worthy that in a star-connected spanning tree, geometrically verifying
all transitive closures would lead to exhaustive geometric estimations which is against the
objective of minimizing geometric estimations. Thus, this would not be a good approach
for any spanning tree that has nodes with high out-degrees. In the second approach, the
possibility that images already connected via another image might be connected is ignored.
The approach is more graph centric and the connectivity of the most connected images
with the least connected images is sought and thus increasing the connectivity of the graph.
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However, this method is likely to waste much geometric estimation as it completely ignores
the distance of the two images in the basal graph.
We propose another algorithm for basal graph expansion. We also look at transitive
closures of edges in the basal graph but only a minimal set of them that maximally connect
the graph using a spanning forest again. In order to achieve this, we reuse our CODIMSEG
algorithm to discover a spanning forest of all images directly connected to a vertex (image)
under consideration in the image graph. All images in the basal graph are considered one at a
time for graph expansion. After the graph expansion is done, it is used to produce basal path
graphs for geometric walk-throughs. Basal path graphs are obtained by using approximate
minimum Hamiltonian path through the expanded basal tree graphs. The expansion is
required because a minimum Hamiltonian path is actually a degree-2-constrained minimum
spanning tree and due to this constrain it is likely to split into parts. This happens because
graph is a non-linear data structure and path is a linear data structure. Graph expansion
reduces the number of splits. A geometric walk-through can also be done using just the basal
tree graph traversal which is also a 2-approximation of a Hamiltonian path. However, the
number of splits would be signiﬁcantly higher. Expanded basal graphs are also used in one
of our methods for detection of noisy position (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) tags.
This problem has never been solved in the state-of-the-art to the best of our knowledge.
We propose a geometric voting scheme using image pairs connected in the expanded basal
graphs to solve this problem. The vision based translation unit vectors and orientations
between pairs of images connected in the expanded basal graph are used for the detection.

1.3

Algorithmic Contributions

Unlike state-of-the-art, we have targeted problems in more generally available image
datasets which have not been collected with an application in mind and thus might or might
not be visually connected. Even if they are visually connected, we do not assume that they
would be connected by a narrow baseline. Thus, we address the problem of wide-baseline
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Figure 1.6: Overall ﬂow, approach and contributions of the dissertation. The rectangular
boxes with red borders are for the algorithms and the other parallelograms with black
borders are for inputs and outputs. The algorithmic contributions are mentioned in green
in the red boxes.
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in image matching and the problem of organization of wide-area sparse-view datasets. We
also looked at the problem of vision based detection of noisy image sensor based tags of
position (GPS) and orientation (magnetometer) in wide-area sparse-view datasets.
We propose ﬁve novel algorithms in the dissertation as shown in the Table 1.1
and Figure 1.6.

The red bordered rectangular boxes indicate algorithms.

The other

parallelogram boxes with black borders in Figure 1.6 denote input or output. The red
rectangular boxes with name of algorithm in green are our contributions. These algorithms
are :
1. CCS (Cumulative Correspondence Scores),
2. BLOGS (Balanced Local and Global Search),
3. CODIMSEG (COnnected component DIscovery by Minimally Specifying Expensive Graph),
4. basal graph expansion and
5. geometric voting.
These algorithms can be divided into three broad levels as shown in Table 1.1. The
root level comprises of the problem of image matching for which we propose using CCS and
BLOGS. The intermediate level comprises of the problem of generalized image organization
using CODIMSEG and then expansion of the basal graph produced by CODIMSEG for
variety of applications. Finally, the application level comprises of the problem of geometric
walk-throughs in an image collection using approximate Hamiltonian path algorithms and
detection of noisy position and orientation tags using geometric voting.
CCS is our photometric matcher and BLOGS is our geometric matcher which uses a
novel Markov Chain strategy called ’Hop-Diﬀusion’. CODIMSEG is a novel general Markov
Chain diﬀusion scheme for discovering connected components of a graph which is expensive
to compute using a cheap approximation of the expensive graph. In our case, the geometric
scores produced by BLOGS are accurate but expensive to compute and photometric scores
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are approximate but cheap to compute. Basal graph expansion is a scheme for expanding
the basal tree graphs or components connected by minimum spanning trees that are output
from the CODIMSEG algorithm to make the graph more dense starting from basal. This
dense graph is used for the problem of geometric walk-throughs using basal path graphs
generated by approximate Hamiltonian path algorithms and for the problem of detection
of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags.
The proposed algorithms signiﬁcantly improve on the state-of-the-art. We show
that our photometric score CCS is signiﬁcantly better than GIST based score for image
organization. Our photometric scores has a good correlation with geometric scores. Also,
we show that our epipolar geometry estimation algorithm BLOGS is 10 times faster than
the compared state-of-the-art algorithms namely MAPSAC, NAPSAC and BEEM. BLOGS
performs well in degenerate conditions in which most of the point correspondences between
the matching images come from the same region in the image. The time taken per iteration
of BLOGS is the lowest among all the competing algorithms and it does not increase with
the number of iterations unlike most other competing algorithms. BLOGS is also better in
terms of identifying the correct correspondences within lower error thresholds. We compared
CCS and GIST in our hybrid algorithm CODIMSEG which is a better alternative to k-NN
as it does not need to specify k. k depends on the quality of the approximation which
is generally not known. We compared the k-NN hybrid algorithm used in the state-ofthe-art (with various values of k) with our hybrid algorithm CODIMSEG for minimizing
the number of expensive geometric estimations in producing results similar to what would
be produced if all-pair geometric matching were done. We found that our algorithm uses
signiﬁcantly less number of geometric estimates to reach the objective. In the noisy GPS
and magnetometer tag detection algorithm, we found that the proposed algorithm performs
well with respect to the ground truth. Problem of detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer
tags has never been solved to the best of our knowledge. To test the accuracy of our GPS
and magnetometer noise detection algorithm, we use very high-accuracy GPS coordinates
from a diﬀerential sensor that is not commercially available in common multimedia devices.
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•A geometric eigen- voting
scheme (vision based voting
for sensor based geometric
measurements)

• Basal graph Expansion

• CODIMSEG : A Markov chain
diffusion scheme for
COnnected components
DIscovery by Minimally
Specifying an Expensive
Graph.

• Geometric matcher (BLOGS)

• Photometric matcher (CCS)

Contributions

[Li 2008],
[Snavely 2006],

[Scaffalitzsky 2002]

Iconic scene graphs
Photo-tourism
‘How do I organize
my holiday snaps ?’

[Khan 2006]
• Bridging GPS outages in Mobile Mapping
Vehicles (MMVs)
[Roncella 2005]

• Image localization

[Heath 2010],

[Snavely 2008],

[Torr 2002]
[Tordoff 2005]
[Chen 2003]
[Goshen 2008]
[Mosian 2004]
[Chum 2005]

[Nister 2006]

[Toralba 2002]

Image webs

Skeletal graphs

• MAPSAC,
guided-MLESAC,
pbM-estimator,
BEEM,
ORSA,
PROSAC

• GIST,
Bag-of-Words
(BoW)

Representative
State of the Art

Table 1.1: Table showing the contributions of the dissertation divided into three major levels mentioned with the challenges,
contributions and the state of the art in each level.

1.4

Organization of the Dissertation

After the introduction, the dissertation is divided into ﬁve other chapters. Chapter 2
is on related prior works, chapter 3 on geometric matching, chapter 4 on image organization
and basal graph structures, chapter 5 on noisy position tag and orientation tag detection
followed by chapter 6 on discussions and conclusions. Each chapter has dedicated sections
to discuss the background, the contributed algorithms, the experiments and the results.
Figure 1.7 shows a ﬂowchart and a chapter-wise distribution of the components in the
ﬂowchart. The ﬂowchart has three main levels as shown in Table 1.1, the root level,
the intermediate level and the application level, sandwiched between the input collection
of images and the last chapter on discussions and conclusions. Root level comprises of
chapter 3, intermediate level comprises of chapter 4 and application level comprises of parts
of chapter 4 and whole of chapter 5. In Figure 1.7, the broad contents of each chapter and
the chapter numbers are enclosed within blue-shaded blocks. The representative state-ofthe-art algorithms are mentioned in elliptical regions in the blocks. In the ﬂowchart, the
red bordered blocks represent the algorithms and the black bordered blocks represent either
the input or output. The novel algorithms are mentioned in green color in the red blocks.
In the ﬁrst level, the ﬂowchart shows that photometric scores and geometric scores
are produced by the CCS and BLOGS algorithms respectively. Note that geometric scores
are expensive and exhaustive estimation of geometric scores between all image pairs in the
collection is not done and thus the block for geometric scores is dotted. In the second
level, the photometric scores and the geometric scores are estimated as per the need of the
CODIMSEG algorithm which results in tree structured connected components of graphs
with image vertices which we call the basal tree graphs. The basal tree graphs are sparse and
to use them for applications, they are expanded by verifying image connections nearby to the
graph. In the third level, approximate Hamiltonian paths are found in the expanded basal
tree graphs to produce basal path graphs. Geometric voting is done using the expanded
basal tree graphs to detect noisy position and orientation tags. Finally, the dissertation
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reaches its conclusion after a discussion on the broader impact of the dissertation and
possible future works. To assist the readers, a list of all the notations used in the dissertation
can be found in the Appendix B among other Appendix chapters.
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Chapter 2 Related Prior Works

In the state-of-the-art [53, 93, 94, 108], multiple narrow-baseline image datasets are used for
applications like CBIR (Content Based Image Retrieval), 3D reconstruction and geometric
walk-throughs. In contrast, we are interested in leveraging the geometric information in
wide-area sparse-view datasets for applications like geometric walk-throughs and detection
of noisy position and orientation tags as shown in Table 2.1. Unlike the state-of-the-art, we
look at the problems in more general datasets for which no information is known a priori.
In the state-of-the-art, most algorithms have either shown results on very small
datasets of less than hundred narrow-baseline images that were pre-collected to be of
the same region, or they have used special processors like GPGPUs (General Purpose
computing on Graphics Processor Units) [13, 50, 52, 68] or thousands of compute nodes
in a much larger scale of up to millions of images. We are interested in the problem with
additional constraints of memory as well as processing power of a simple personal computer
or a hand-held device that has its own processor, so that large scale image organization
can be realizable on future hand-held devices without connecting to superior machines.
Table 2.1 shows the problems addressed in the dissertation in contrast to the state-of-theart applications and approaches broadly.

2.1

Photometric Image Matching

Image matching based on appearance is called photometric image matching. Photometric image matching imposes weak match constraints and thus in general takes less time
to match a pair of images. Photometric matching schemes that are commonly used in the
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state-of-the-art are SIFT feature matching using Lowe’s Ratio Test along with approximate
nearest neighbor using KD-Tree [30, 114, 115], bag-of-words [15, 45, 92] and GIST [45, 95].
Lowe [77] proposed the SIFT features and a test to match the descriptors to faithfully
produce good correspondences. He suggested that the ratio of the second-best match and
the best match should be less that 0.6. This test is called the Lowe’s ratio test. The
Lowe’s ratio test is very selective and often rejects many good correspondences as well and
still does not guarantee absence of wrong correspondences. Due to very selective nature
of the test, very few correspondences are able to pass it specially for wide-baseline image
pairs. Thus, large images are needed to get suﬃcient number of correspondences to pass
the test. Furthermore, on using large images, due to high number of descriptors per image,
not only the feature extraction time increases, but also the feature matching time increases.
The feature matching time is O(n2 ) where n is the number of features per image. Since,
we need only the best match and the second best match, this complexity can be reduced.
However, we need to use an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm. Some accuracy might
be lost in the approximation of the best match and the second best match. KD-tree is an
approximate nearest neighbor algorithm used for high dimensional data like SIFT that has
128 dimensions. KD-tree is formed using descriptors of one of the images to be matched
and the descriptors of the other image are used to traverse the tree and match. Median
along the direction of the highest variance is chosen to divide the tree in to two branches
and so on for the sub-trees. Thus, the complexity of matching using KD-tree is O(n log n).
This method has several advantages and disadvantages. One of the advantages of
using this method is that the percentage of correct correspondences found by matching SIFT
descriptors and performing Lowe’s ratio test is high. Thus, it takes less number of random
sampling iterations to get a correct estimate of epipolar geometry. It is very commonly
used in small scale Structure-From-Motion problems because not just the image similarity
can be computed based on the number of correspondences using this method but also the
correspondences are known.
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Table 2.1: Table showing the problems addressed in the dissertation among other state-of-the-art problems and applications.
The table broadly classiﬁes various applications.

However, this method does not scale very well for datasets of large size because it
is expensive in memory and time due to use of large images that produces more descriptors
needing more memory and more time to compute and match them. Due to memory and time
constraints, new methods of matching like bag-of-visual-words and GIST got introduced into
the image matching pipeline.
Bag-of-Words [14, 45, 70, 92] model in computer vision has drawn inspiration from
text mining. In text mining, two texts can be matched using the frequency histogram of
words appearing in the text. This motivated vision researchers to match images using similar
method. The ﬁrst problem is to create a dictionary of visual words. To build a dictionary of
visual words, a training dataset of images is used and the SIFT features in all the training
images are put together (in a bag), and a k-means clustering of the SIFT features is done
to form visual words. A more advanced method is to do a hierarchical k-means clustering
leading to formation of a vocabulary tree. After formation of the dictionary of visual
words, each image in the test dataset is represented as a frequency histogram of these visual
words. There are diﬀerent ways of making the frequency histogram like binary (denoting
presence or absence of words), Term Frequency (TF) and Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF). TF indicates how many times a visual word appears and DF indicates
how many times a document with that word is found. IDF means weighing inversely using
DF. TF-IDF is given by TF× log(-DF). TF-IDF is known to give the best results. Inverse
Document Frequency is maintained by using inverted ﬁles. These frequency histograms are
then matched with the query image. A faster technique of searching a histogram is to use
the inverted ﬁles [110] which quickly narrows down the search to few documents containing
visual words in the query image. Another method is to use min-hash [40] which uses
multiple random binarized histograms of images in test dataset. Then, common techniques
of histogram matching like chi-square matching and histogram intersection can be used to
rank the narrowed down search result.
GIST features [95] mean summary of an image. GIST features of an image are
found by applying a bank of steerable ﬁlters on multi-scale pyramid of an input image. The
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energy at each scale and each orientation averaged over a region of image form an element
of the GIST descriptor vector. Thus, if an image pyramid has 4 scales and the bank of
steerable ﬁlters have 6 orientations and the image is divided in 4×4 regions, then the GIST
descriptor vector would be of length 4 × 6 × 4 × 4 = 384. The dimensionality of this vector
can be optionally reduced to 80 using PCA.

2.2

Geometric Image Matching

Robust epipolar geometry estimations using a tentative set of correspondences is best
done in a random sample and consensus [47, 64] framework. A guided sampling approach
[24] may be used to speed up the search for the best ﬁtting epipolar geometry which has the
maximum inliers to it amongst the correspondences. The epipolar geometry problem has
also been looked at by using 3 correspondences [82, 85] at a time by ﬁnding maximally stable
extremal regions [81]. Epipolar geometry estimations using 2 SIFT correspondences [57]
or 2 MSER-LAF correspondences [96] have been proposed, but they rely on extrapolation
of a single correspondence into multiple correspondences to represent a homography or an
aﬃne region. Estimation of epipolar geometry from two independent homographies or aﬃne
regions [66, 85] is common. Also, there are geometric coding [139] strategies in photometric
feature matching and weak geometric consistency [70] based strategies that promise good
results, but they are not expected to be as good as geometric matching. There are many
such epipolar geometry estimation algorithms [24, 33, 47, 125]. Some require high overlap
between views and others can work with widely varying views, with little overlap [24]. We
use the latter since many view pairs in our problem could be widely separated.
There are many other signiﬁcant works on fundamental matrix estimation and
structure from motion [62, 66, 69]. Diﬀerent papers have brought forward diﬀerent key
aspects of the problem like objective function form, degeneracy and sampling strategy. Salvi
et al. [17] compares the performance of fundamental matrix estimation algorithms classiﬁed
as linear, iterative and robust algorithms. Many other robust algorithms [66] such as LMedS,
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M-estimator [33], pbM-estimator [103], MINPRAN [116] have also evolved over the years.
PROSAC [37] is another such algorithm that randomly samples from progressively larger
sets of correspondences ranked in order of higher to lower similarity scores between SIFT
features. [41] comes up with a good method of detecting planar degeneracies and estimating
the epipolar geometry in presence of a dominant plane. [51, 72, 98, 130] also address the
problem of degeneracy. [29, 44, 72] are few algorithms other than BLOGS [24] that have
laid the epipolar geometry and correspondence problem in a probabilistic framework. An
eigen-vector approach for feature correspondence, proposed by Shapiro et al. [109] was a
classic approach towards this problem. Another interesting problem is to estimate pose and
structure without the knowledge of focal length [55, 117], or to ﬁnd the lens distortion and
view geometry together [48]. If focal length is known, pose can be estimated using [91].
Maximum Likelihood Estimate SAmple Consensus (MLESAC) [129] models the
residual error distribution of correspondences, given a candidate fundamental matrix as a
mixture of Gaussian inlier error distribution and uniform outlier error distribution. These
conditional probabilities due to individual residual errors are assumed to be independent.
The product of all the conditional probabilities leads to a measure of likelihood of the
correspondence set given the candidate fundamental matrix. For each candidate fundamental matrix, the inlier rate that maximizes the log likelihood is found by expectation
maximization. MLESAC looks for the fundamental matrix that maximizes the likelihood
of the putative correspondence set.
MAPSAC [125] and Guided-MLESAC [120] are two popular variants of MLESAC.
MAPSAC is the Bayesian version of MLESAC that improves upon it by maximizing the
aposteriori probability instead of likelihood. Guided-MLESAC extends on MLESAC by
using prior knowledge of validity of correspondences.
There are three aspects of the MLESAC-school of approach that form the background against which we advance the state-of-the-art. First, is related to the models used
for inlier and outlier correspondences. While the inlier error distribution can be quite
conﬁdently modeled as Gaussian, assuming that outlier errors exhibit uniform distribution
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is arguable. The nature of noise might be quite structured such as in the presence of
repeated pattern. Second, MLESAC does not assume any prior knowledge of the validity of
a correspondence and all correspondences are given the same weight of validity for a single
candidate fundamental matrix. Third, inliers are assumed to be mutually independent, but
mutual independence of the inliers might be a not be a correct assumption. Our algorithm
seeks to improve on these probable shortcomings of MLESAC to return a non-degenerate
estimate of epipolar geometry.
The N-Adjacent Points Sampling And Consensus (NAPSAC) algorithm is motivated
by the observation that inliers generally occur in close proximacy of each other. In our
algorithm, we also do a local search. However, NAPSAC would tend to get stuck in
degenerate solutions. While inliers might be proximate, such inliers would not lead to
a good estimate of epipolar geometry.
Balanced Exploration and Exploitation Model (BEEM) search algorithm has a local
search as well as a global search. While the objective function of this algorithm is same
as RANSAC, the search mechanism is diﬀerent. BEEM introduces a way to calculate
fundamental matrix using just 2 SIFT correspondences. However, this method is feature
dependent. It uses the dominant angle of SIFT features to produce 3 more correspondences
from 1. BEEM draws samples based on SIFT [77] match scores and tries to avoid degeneracy
by sampling one point from outside the support set of the parameter estimate. It also
incorporates the local optimization same as in LO-RANSAC.
Unfortunately, quadratic cost of geometry based pair-wise image matching is impractical and thus it is also a bottleneck step in large scale 3D geometry based applications.
Thus, exhaustive pair-wise image matching is avoided.

2.3

Graph Structures for Image Organization

There are many state-of-the-art image graph connectivity algorithms. One of the
early works done by Schaﬀalitzky [106] was ’”How do I organize my holiday snaps?”’. He
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showed results of graph based geometrical connectivity in images on small datasets with
densely spaced images. Later on, this research was aggressively progressed by Snavely [12].
He proposed the idea of image connectivity and large scale structure from motion [114] in
the form of photo-tourism. However, the images needed to have signiﬁcant overlap, unlike
our case. Snavely [115] also proposed skeletal sets for structure from motion problems,
but for highly redundant images. In contrast, we are looking at image graphs with sparse
connections. The focus of most of the current vision algorithms has been to use highly
overlapping densely sampled scene photo collections for large scale reconstruction or camera
pose estimation. For instance, Snavely [12] in his work on photo-tourism uses tracks of
more than 20 keypoints across multiple images that are consistent with pairwise epipolar
geometries between consecutive views in the track. These kind of algorithms typically
exploit the high overlap in scene content between closely spaced views and can have problems
when the images are widely spaced in 3D space, i.e. camera positions are widely separated.
In such collections, it might be rare to have more than two views of the same scene.
Skeletal Graph is an image graph structure proposed by Snavely referring to a minimum number of connected images over which 3D reconstruction if done would approximate
the 3D reconstruction done over the entire dataset. Other images are later added to this
skeletal set. First, image pairs with more than 20 correspondences passing the Lowe’s ratio
test are initially connected in a graph structure. It is either assumed that the graph is
connected or the skeletal set is found for the largest connected component of the graph.
The geometric edge weights are then found for all the connected pair of images in the image
graph. The geometric weight is given by the trace of the positional covariance matrix of the
3D reconstruction for a pair of images connected by an edge in the initial graph. Next, in
the geometry weighted graph, an approximate maximum leaf spanning tree is found. The
non-leaf nodes in the tree form the skeletal set. Another constraint on the skeletal set is that
the best weight is not compromised by more than a ”stretch factor” in order to maximize
leaves.
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Iconic Scene Graphs is an image graph structure proposed by Li et. al [75] for
image browsing and reconstruction over connected images. In order to ﬁnd iconic scene
graphs, ﬁrst the images are clustered into connected sets using k-means clustering on the
GIST descriptors of the images. The number of clusters that the image sets must be
divided into is not discussed in the paper. However, it is certainly a crucial step. Next,
geometric veriﬁcation is done for all image pairs in each cluster and the image that is
geometrically most connected within a cluster is accepted as an iconic image. Images that
are not registered to the iconic images are clustered again and the process is repeated to
form more iconic images. This is a two step process and does not have a stopping criterion.
Next, iconic images are connected by considering k-nearest neighbors of the GIST descriptor
matching or bag-of-words matching of SIFT features using a spanning tree.
Gosele [56] proposed the use of community photo collections for multi-view stereo.
From here on, the size of datasets severely went up triggering the advent of CBIR as a
preprocessing step for fast initialization in structure from motion problems. Agarwal [13]
performed large scale 3D reconstruction of the city of Rome from an image collection from
community websites. The contribution of this paper was the use of parallel and distributed
algorithms. In this research, images of Rome were downloaded from social networks websites
and reconstructed using 500 nodes of computing power. This research focused on the
problem of large scale 3D reconstruction in feasible time using parallel and distributed
algorithms. Initial matches are established using bag-of-visual-words based matching and
the top k1 nearest neighbors of each image are geometrically veriﬁed forming connected
components. Singleton images are discarded and the connected components are merged by
geometrically verifying next k2 nearest neighbors of all images. k1 and k2 are set to 10 in
their experiments. These choices in the algorithm are made without supporting them in
theory. Next step is the query expansion step, in which transitive closure is veriﬁed, that
is, all direct connections between images indirectly connected to another image through an
intermediate image is veriﬁed and connected if they pass the veriﬁcation. This process is
repeated 4 times. After query expansion, the skeletal sets are identiﬁed and reconstruction
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over the skeletal set is done ﬁrst and later rest of the images is added to the skeletal set
and a global bundle adjustment is done over each connected component. Similar research
has been done by Furakawa [52] but is not limited to one city. Frahm [50] proposed the
reconstruction of the city of Rome by using GPUs instead of cloud computing. Thus, we
see that in the state-of-the-art, CBIR techniques and cloud computing are used to speed
up large scale 3D reconstruction.
Image webs [68] aims at improving graph connectivity bottlenecks for organized
image browsing and 3D applications. We also share similar objectives with them. However,
we concentrate more on image browsing. Image-webs use Hessian-aﬃne, Harris-aﬃne and
Maximally Stable Color Regions detectors and SIFT descriptors. Tentative correspondences
are found by using KD-tree for ﬁnding Approximate Nearest Neighbors in descriptor space,
followed by using the Lowe’s ratio test. RANSAC is then used to ﬁnd the correct correspondences ﬁtting the dominant aﬃne transformation. The union of intersecting aﬃne covariant
elliptical regions of key-points associated with correct correspondences forms the aﬃne cosegments that connect a pair of images. Image-webs aim at discovering such connectivity
for a large dataset of images. The image-webs algorithm works in two phases. It is known
that all-pair geometric image matching is infeasible. The objective of the ﬁrst phase is to
discover connected components similar to what would be found if all pair geometric image
matching were performed. The objective of the second phase is to connect all edges within
a component that would have been found if all pair geometric matching were done. In the
ﬁrst phase, similarity scores between images are found using bag-of-visual-word model and
the top k = 25 matches are considered in the decreasing order of the similarity scores. The
candidate matches within a connected component of the evolving graph are skipped. The
graph is formed by considering candidate matches that can potentially merge connected
components which are basically spanning trees. This phase stops when the frequency
of merges falls below a certain threshold or when the allotted budget of co-segmentation
operations is exceeded. Thus, at the end of this stage, we have a spanning forest of connected
components of images connected by aﬃne co-segments. In the next stage, edges within
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each component are discovered. For each image in the graph, k = 25 photometric neighbor
edges are considered. For each component, a graph Laplacian is found and its Fiedler
vector is used to rank edges to consider for aﬃne co-segmentation. The second eigen-value
denotes the algebraic graph connectivity. The Fiedler vector is updated after each edge
addition in the graph. This method basically attempts at connecting the images with high
diﬀerence in their eigen-centrality. This would quickly raise the centrality of the image with
lower centrality, thereby increasing connectivity. However, no stopping criterion has been
proposed for this phase. It would not be meaningful to go over all the edges proposed by
the nearest neighbors.
In the state-of-the-art, photometric ﬁltering of unlikely matches is done using either
GIST or Bag-of-Words (BOW) of SIFT features or both [45]. GIST features are weighted
combination of the output magnitude of many multiscale-oriented ﬁlters where the weights
are set using PCA. GIST can be used to broadly classify the images based on the content.
In the BOW strategy [92], features descriptor vectors of training images are stored together
and a hierarchical k-means clustering is done on all these descriptor vectors forming a
dictionary of visual words (cluster centers) in the form of a vocabulary tree. Inverted ﬁle
and min-hashing are considered good representative data structures for vocabulary tree for
indexing images [15]. Query images are represented through vocabulary trees as a histogram
of node visits.

In the test database, candidate matches are ranked according to the

similarity of the candidate image histogram in the database and the query image histogram.
GIST has been shown to produce results comparable to BOW in [75]. However, GIST is
not scale invariant and BOW requires a trained dictionary and undergoes quantization
loss [97] in the descriptors due to k-means clustering. Thus, in this research, we propose
a CCS(Cumulative Correspondence Score) measure for photometric ﬁltering using point
feature correspondences, use it with SIFT features and compare it with GIST’s performance
on the diﬀerent datasets.
Other related works are on landmark recognition [32, 134, 138]. Landmark recognition also uses the geo-tags to do a geo-clustering and uses geo-tags to reﬁne the noisy
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landmark names in travel guides. However, we do not use geo-tags for clustering in our
research rather we investigate the reliability of GPS information in a following research
work.

2.4

Multimedia Position and Orientation Sensors and Vision

Detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags has not been addressed in vision
research to the best of our knowledge. However, GPS and vision sensor fusion has been
researched in the context of many applications like vision aided inertial navigation for ﬂight
control [133], localization of a query image in a dataset of GPS tagged images [73] [135],
bridging of GPS outages in Mobile Mapping Vehicles [67, 101]. In all such applications, the
visual connectivity among images is dense in terms of the 3D scene they capture. In our
research, we face the challenge of sparse visual connectivity across views.
In both [73] and [135], algorithms for recovering the position of a camera to ascertain
where a query image has been taken, given a dataset of GPS tagged images have been
proposed. In [73], this is accomplished by ﬁnding the position of the epipole of the query
image in a given route panorama. In [61], an algorithm to ascertain the position of video
frames captured by a mobile camera is proposed, given images with GPS tags of some
landmark locations along the route the camera follows. In [135] and [61], the position of
the query image is ascertained by triangulating with two closest reference camera views.
In [101] and [67], algorithms for bridging of GPS outages in Mobile Mapping Vehicles has
been proposed. In [101], IMU (Inertial Measurement Units) for orientation estimation is
not used. In [67], land-based and air-borne frameworks for the problem are integrated.
Snavely[12] proposed the use of GPS pose as initialization to bundle adjustment [131]
on datasets containing images that are very well-connected in terms of the 3D scene they
capture. In this work, we investigate and ﬁnd that in datasets acquired using modern
mobile phones having cameras equipped with GPS and magnetometers, the estimates are
not good enough to be accepted as initializations to bundle adjustment. So, our work
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considers the problem that appear prior to that considered by Snavely. Which of the GPS
and magnetometer tags can we reliably use?
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Chapter 3 Geometric Image Matching

Geometric image matching refers to matching two images using geometric constraints between a pair of images.

In computer vision, epipolar geometry estimation is a basic

problem that is still heavily researched [34, 58, 74, 100, 119, 137]. The problem is hard
if correspondences are unknown or if a putative set of correspondences are known but the
inliers and outliers in the set are unknown. Knowledge of correspondence helps in estimation
of motion and structure and knowledge of structure and motion helps in establishing
correspondences. Thus, a coupled update strategy with random initialization is usually
the approach for solving this problem.
Current research challenges on this problem involve situations with wide baseline [20,
24], occlusions, high scaling and rotation, which result in signiﬁcant amount of features in
the scene with no correspondence. Figure 3.1 shows example of an image pair dealt in this
work. In this work, we are looking at such hard problems with as high as 90% outlier rate.
The minimal set of correspondences, e.g. 8 correspondences, needed for epipolar geometry
estimation is referred in this work as a ’correspondel’.

3.1

Background

For the perspective camera model, there are two types of geometry or motion models
that are commonly used : ’epipolar geometry’ and ’homography’. While homography
motion model is used for planar scenes, epipolar geometry motion model is used for nonplanar or planar scenes. For planar scenes, epipolar geometry estimate is equal to a skew
symmetric matrix multiplied by homography. However, if for a non-planar scene, the
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estimate of epipolar geometry corresponds to only a single plane, it is considered degenerate.
In planar scenes, generally point matching is relatively very easy. Again, while ’homography’
is used for multi-view panorama stitching, it is not used for multi-view 3D applications. In
our research, we use the epipolar geometry model.
Given a good estimate of fundamental matrix [78], non-linear method called bundle
adjustment [131] is commonly used to optimize the 3D structure, fundamental matrices
and the intrinsic calibration parameters all at the same time. Dellaert et al. [43] proposes
direct optimization of re-projection error based objective function using an MCMC strategy,
but it too requires a good initial estimate of structure and motion.

[36, 80] also have

similar objectives. A good initial estimate of fundamental matrix makes the process more
accurate and fast. Moreover, epipolar constraint is the strongest constraint on the search for
epipolar geometry, although weakness of the epipolar constraint lies in the fact that it does
not discern among correspondences along the epipolar lines. Other common constraints
are uniqueness, similarity and proximity. Photometry based similarity scores are often
used to establish a putative set of correspondences to initially bootstrap the search of
correspondences and epipolar geometry that leads to the most meaningful 3D structure
using the epipolar constraint.
The problem of epipolar geometry estimation and correspondence establishment in
presence of wide baseline, large scale changes, rotation, occlusion and repeated patterns
leading to high outlier rate has been addressed in this work. We present an algorithm
(BLOGS) based on a novel hybrid MCMC strategy, which we call ’hop-diﬀusion’. In this
work, this strategy is used to search for the non-degenerate epipolar geometry with the
highest probabilistic support of putative correspondences. The ’best so far’ samples are
either accepted or rejected in each iteration of our ’hop-diﬀusion’ strategy. The quality
of the samples is evaluated using a combination of a Welsch’s M-estimator and a new
degeneracy measure that rule out degenerate conﬁgurations.

The hop steps are large

movements spanning across the correspondence space guided by a photometry based unconditional proposal distribution, which makes them global moves. Diﬀusion steps are small
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Figure 3.1: An example image pair used in our research with points on one image and
epipolar lines on the corresponding image. Note the wide-baseline and the diﬃculty of the
problem.
movements guided by a proposal distribution of likelihoods given by the Joint Feature
Distribution(JFD) [128] conditioned on ’best so far’ sample making it local to the ’best so
far’ sample. The algorithm’s robustness with respect to its mixing parameter α (that sets
proportion of hop moves and diﬀusion moves) and degeneracy parameter β has been studied
empirically. The hop-diﬀusion framework allows handling upto 90% outliers even in cases
where the number of inliers is very few. In practice, the contribution of our algorithm lies
in higher precision and accuracy. BLOGS is compared with NAPSAC [88], MAPSAC [125]
and BEEM [57] algorithm, which are the current state-of-the-art competing methods, on a
dataset that has signiﬁcantly more change in baseline, rotation, and scale than those used
in the state-of-the-art. Not just is BLOGS able to tolerate very high outlier rates, but
it also gives result of similar quality in 10 times lesser number of iterations as the most
competitive among the compared algorithms.
We use SIFT features, random sampling and MCMC methods in this work and thus,
next we give a brief background on these.
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3.1.1

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

In the state-of-the-art, point features are detected either by Laplacian of Gaussian(LoG) [63], Diﬀerence of Gaussian(DoG) [77], or Determinant of Hessian(DoH) [21].
Laplacian of Gaussian is a second order derivative of Gaussian smoothed image, popularly
known as Mexican Hat operator, used to get edges in an image. Diﬀerence of Gaussian and
Determinant of Hessian are approximations of Laplacian of Gaussian. Harris corners, SIFT
and SURF are few of the most popular point features detectors and descriptors. While
SIFT uses DoG, SURF uses DoH. Images are matched using correlation based matching
between detected corner image patches or by matching the descriptors of key-points. While
many algorithms are popular for detection of features, SIFT is almost always the choice for
description.
SIFT features use a scale-space pyramid to ﬁnd out the scale invariant point features
called key-points. As per Lowe’s [77] paper, 4 octaves and 5 scales per octave are used
to build the scale space pyramid. The octaves are re-sampled images and the scales are
Gaussian smoothed images. The ﬁrst octave is an up-sampled image with double the width
and height of the original image and other two octaves are one-half and one-fourth the size.
Up-sampling and down-sampling can be done using bilinear interpolation. Similarly, lower
Gaussian scale in each octave is a ﬁxed fraction times as much as the higher scale. For each
octave, Diﬀerence of Gaussian(DoG) between images of consecutive scales are estimated.
Diﬀerence of Gaussian is similar to Laplacian of Gaussian used for edge detection and is a
much faster approximation to it. SIFT uses DoG for scale and Hessian for space to detect
keypoints. Next, for each octave, after the 4 DoG images are obtained, key-points are
detected at a particular DoG using 1 higher DoG image and 1 lower DoG image, that is, 3
consecutive out of the 4 DoG images. Key-points are extrema (minima or maxima) in the
3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood surrounding the pixels in the middle DoG image. The associated
scale of the key-point is stored. The key-points obtained are not exactly located at pixels,
that is, it has sub-pixel locations. To ﬁnd the exact key-point locations, a Taylor expansion
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is done using pixel location around the approximate key-points. On diﬀerentiating and
equating the Taylor equation to zero, the exact sub-pixel locations of the key-points are
obtained. Next, if the magnitude of the key-point intensity found at the exact location of
the key-point(put in the Taylor expansion) is below a threshold of 0.03 in the associated
edge image, then the key-point is discarded. Also, if the key-point lies on a ﬂat region
or edge, determined by the ratio of the eigen-values (10 in Lowe’s inplementation) of the
Hessian matrix, it is discarded. The ratio of eigen-values can be quickly found without
estimating the eigen-values by using the trace and determinant of the Hessian matrix.
Further, each key-point is described by a 16 × 16 window centered around the keypoint and is divided into 16 4 × 4 windows. For each 4 × 4 window, the gradient orientation
of each pixel is quantized into 8 histogram bins of 45 degrees and is weighted with Gaussian
smoothed (pixels far from the key-point are weighed down) gradient magnitude. Thus, a
key-point is described by a descriptor of length 4 × 4 × 8 = 128. The features descriptors are
normalized to a unit vector. Further, every key-point descriptor is assigned an orientation
and a scale. The orientation is found by quantizing the gradient orientation of all the
pixels of the 16 × 16 window centered around the key-point into 36 bins of 10 degrees
and weighting them by absolute gradient magnitudes. The dominant bin in the histogram
denotes the orientation. If there are other bins higher than 80% of the dominant bin in
the histogram, then the keypoint is duplicated with other such orientations as well. The
orientation of the descriptor is relative to the orientation of the keypoint to make it rotation
invariant. Illumination invariance is introduced by thresholding values greater than 0.2 in
the descriptor and making them equal to 0.2 and normalizing it again to a unit vector.
Some variants of SIFT are PCA-SIFT [71] and GLOH [84]. In both PCA-SIFT
and GLOH, the descriptor is diﬀerent from SIFT. In PCA-SIFT, patches of 41 × 41 pixels
centered around the key-point are considered giving 39×39 horizontal and vertical gradients
relative to the dominant orientation of the key-point. This gives a 2 × 39 × 39 vector. This
vector is normalized to get a unit vector. Using PCA, dimensionality of the vector is
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reduced to 36 and re-normalized. PCA-SIFT is sometimes less discriminatory than SIFT
and is computationally more expensive.
In GLOH, the pixel locations around a key-point are quantized into log polar
histogram bins instead of having square cells with Gaussian weight like SIFT. There are
3 bins in radial direction of radius (6, 11 and 15) and 8 bins in angular direction. The
ﬁrst radial bin is undivided and thus total bins are 17. In each bin, gradient orientation is
quantized in 16 bins. Thus, total size of the descriptor is 16 × 17 = 272. The descriptor is
normalized to unit-vector and the size of the descriptors is reduced to 128 using PCA and
renormalized. GLOH is computationally more expensive.
Both PCA-SIFT and GLOH require a PCA training step. The covariance matrix
for the PCA is trained over collected images patches.

3.1.2

Eight-Point Algorithm

The eight-point algorithm [76] uses a Direct Linear Transform algorithm for estimation of transformation between at least 8 given correspondences between 2D points. The 2D
points can be expressed as homogeneous coordinates and thus the transformation matrix
should be a 3×3 matrix with at least 8 unknowns up to a scale. Thus, eight points are
required to estimate the transformation matrix. The 9×1 eigen-vector corresponding to the
lowest eigen-value produced as a result of eigen-decomposition of a matrix formed by a stack
of eight correspondence tensors is reshaped as a 3×3 transformation matrix. However, this
transformation matrix is not a fundamental matrix yet. Fundamental matrix has 7 degrees
of freedom, 3 for rotation, 2 for translations up to a scale and 2 more for unknown focal
lengths of the two cameras. To enforce this constraint on the 3×3 transformation matrix,
a rank 2 constraint is applied to it by reconstructing the transformation matrix using only
top two of its eigen-values giving the fundamental matrix.
Normalized eight-point algorithm [64] is a version of the eight-point algorithm that
normalizes all the points before the Direct Linear Transform algorithm is used.
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The

normalization is done by translation of the point such that the centroid of all the points
lie on the origin and scaling is done such that the mean distance of all the points from the
√
centroid is 2.
Another version of the eight-point algorithm is the seven-point algorithm that uses
theoretically minimum number of points to estimate the fundamental matrix that has a
degree of freedom equal to seven. Instead of forcing a rank-2 constraint like the eight-point
algorithm, the seven-point algorithm uses two eigen-vectors corresponding to the two lowest
eigen-values and uses a Lagrange’s multiplier between the two transformation matrix thus
obtained. A rank-constraint is applied to this combination leading to a cubic equation in
terms of the multiplier. Solving the equation would give either 1 or 3 real values of the
multiplier and thus 1 or 3 distinct fundamental matrices are produced. The seven point
algorithm can also have a normalized version.
For more details, please refer to [66].

3.1.3

Random Sample and Consensus Class of Algorithms

RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [47] is a robust algorithm [83] used to
identify inliers and inlier model in a noisy data. It has many variants. Some of which are
[28, 35, 38, 39, 49, 89, 90, 99, 122, 123, 126]. The algorithm works by drawing multiple
random samples of minimal model size and verifying all the data with respect to the models
thus formed. The sample that has highest consensus in the data gives the model chosen
and the inliers to this model are accepted as inliers in the data.
However, there are some critical issues that need to be taken care of when using
RANSAC. The consensus is decided based on a threshold. If the threshold is too high or
too low, the model chosen might not be best. Another important thing is that the number
of samples that need to be drawn to get a sample free from outliers depends on the outlier
rate in the data, but more samples might be needed if the data is degenerate in order to
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come of the degeneracy. Degeneracy means that each data in the sample does not add
information in the model because they carry the same information.

3.1.4

Monte Carlo Markov Chains

Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) [18, 54] is a popular learning strategy. Monte
Carlo methods and Markov Chains are two diﬀerent classes of algorithms and MCMC are a
combination of both. Monte Carlo methods are random walk algorithms that do not attempt
at making a directional choice but rather wait till the distribution of samples generated from
the random process gets stationary. A Monte Carlo method starts by generating random
samples and then analyzing the ones that obey certain properties to give numerical solutions
to analytically diﬃcult problems.
A Markov Chain is a sequence of random variables that show Markov property.
Markov property is shown if the future state is dependent only on the current state and is
independent of all past states. Three necessary properties of a Markov Chain are :
1. Ergodicity : All states are reachable from all other states in ﬁnite time.
2. Aperiodicity : State transitions should not be period.
3. Detailed Balance : Every transition is reversible, ensuring that the random
process has reached a stationary distribution.
Sometimes the third property of Markov Chain is sacriﬁced or violated to gain
speedy results. Ensuring detailed balance ensures convergence and optimality, but takes a
lot of time. Greedy methods generally accept sub-optimal results, but much earlier. There
are greedy MCMC methods like Iterated Conditional Modes and hybrid MCMC methods
like jump-diﬀusion. Our method is a greedy hybrid MCMC, which we call hop-diﬀusion.
Our algorithm adopts a hybrid global hop and local diﬀusion mechanism in a MCMC
framework.
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Metropolis-Hastings [18, 54] is another popular MCMC method. The goal of this
method is to simulate drawing random samples from a target distribution from which sampling directly is hard. In Metropolis-Hastings, the ratio of objective functions is multiplied
with the ratio of eﬀective proposal probabilities ensuring a reversible Markovian cycle by
Bayesian probability inversion to attain a stationary distribution after a number of ”burnin” samples are generated. It is generally diﬃcult to scale multiplying ratios in a way that
one ratio does not dominate other. For example, a ratio of exponential terms is likely
to dominate a ratio of linear polynomial terms in the overall multiplication result. In
Metropolis-Hastings, the multiplication of ratios of objective function and ratios of eﬀective
proposal probabilities face this trouble as both the functions might be of diﬀerent orders
or categories, leading to undesirable result. Unlike, the Metropolis algorithm that draws
samples from the objective function using the proposal distribution, we are just interested
in keeping the ’best so far’ sample.
The Iterated Conditional Modes [23] algorithm would in general start with an initial
sample. All samples diﬀering in at most one element from the current sample is found and
the objective functions for all of them are evaluated. The next accepted sample is the
one that locally optimizes the objective function. This algorithm overly depends on the
initialization and is likely to get stuck in local maxima. The algorithm is similar to ours in
looking for a nearby sample that is better than the current sample in more deterministic
fashion than ours. In our algorithm, we are looking at local neighbor samples as well as
global samples so that we are less likely to get stuck at local maxima.
Hop-Diﬀusion is a mix of random global hop moves and local diﬀusion moves that
seek to optimize an objective function. Hop moves explore the space of parameters unbiased
on any previous result and thus it a global exploration move. Diﬀusion moves explore the
space of parameters based on the best parameter found so far by the algorithm and thus,
diﬀusion is a local exploration move and exploitation move as well. In other words, the
global hop search helps to arrive at diﬀerent parameters and local diﬀusion searches are
done to ﬁne tune these parameters to see if a nearby solution is better. Coordination
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between the hop moves and diﬀusion moves can be established using a parameter supplied
to the algorithm or can be dynamically set as the algorithm proceeds. While local diﬀusion
moves speed up the search process, they are more likely to get stuck in a local maxima.
Hop moves being unbiased and global, can potentially help to get out of local maxima.
Hop moves also upstages the platform by producing a better estimate that diﬀusion moves
can compete and beneﬁt from. We have investigated the behavior of our algorithm with
diﬀerent mix of hops and diﬀusions.
In the literature [118], many hybrid samplers have been reported. Jump-diﬀusion
is one such hybrid sampler. Jump diﬀusion processes was introduced by Grenander and
Miller [60]. Green’s [59] paper more speciﬁcally deals with image processing and vision
related research. Han et. al [46] has used jump-diﬀusion framework for range image
segmentation more recently. While, hop-diﬀusion and jump diﬀusion are similar in principle,
the major diﬀerence between the two lies in the fact that while jumps are between diﬀerent
sub-spaces, hops are done within one sampling space.

3.2

Our Approach: Balanced Local and Global Search

In this work, we come up with a new hybrid MCMC strategy, which we call hopdiﬀusion. We also come up with a novel method to detect degeneracy. These strategies
can be applied in general. However, in this work, we have applied these strategies for
epipolar geometry estimation. All the known aspects of epipolar geometry estimation have
been addressed in this work and a thoughtful choice of optimizing criterion and search
mechanism has been made. The framework of MCMC that we have described in the work
performs better when searching for an estimate of epipolar geometry, which is shown by
ﬁnding that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.
The way we benchmark the performance of the state-of-the-art algorithms with our
algorithm is also more meaningful and stringent than the state-of-the-art. We have hand
marked ground truth on many test images on which we evaluate the epipolar geometry of all
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competing algorithms. These hand marked ground truth points are not part of the putative
set of correspondences. Thus, we have a clear separation of test and train, in some sense.
Each algorithm is run 100 times on each image pair and the mean and standard deviation
of root mean performance is reported. The algorithm that returns the least error in lesser
number of iterations is of course the desirable one.
In our algorithm BLOGS, global searches are done using a distribution of based
on photometry measures and local searches are done using Triggs’ [128] Joint Feature
Distribution that essentially imposes the epipolar constraint in a probabilistic way. JFD
guided samples are also referred to as geometry guided samples. We randomly choose,
at each iteration whether to draw a photometry guided sample or a geometry guided
sample. Geometry guided samples are drawn from a distribution of conditional probabilities
of putative correspondences conditioned on best known ’correspondel’ so far. Thus, our
guidance strategy necessarily involves a Markov Chain.

3.2.1

Problem Model, Notations and Mathematical Objective

Without the loss of generality, given any two images Ii and Ij from the collection V,
let the image with smaller number of detected features be Ii and let it contain ni features
such that fi = [fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fini ]. Let us add a NULL feature f 0 to the feature set of the other
n

image Ij with nj number of features such that fj = [f 0 , fj1 , fj2 , · · · , fj j ]. Any number of
features in fi can correspond to the NULL feature in fj . All other features in fi should have
one to one correspondence with features in fj . Mapping these ni features to nj + 1 features
is the correspondence problem. This combinatorial problem is clearly NP-hard.
The above problem is reduced to a simpler problem by coming up with a putative
set of correspondences based on photometry of the features. Then the problem is reduced to
identifying the correct correspondences among these putative correspondences. The correct
set of correspondence would give the best epipolar geometry and the inliers to the best
epipolar geometry should only be the correct correspondences. All wrong correspondences
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in the putative set of correspondences ideally should be outliers to the best estimate of
epipolar geometry. However, the epipolar constraint constrains the correspondences along
an epipolar line and thus cannot discern between two possible matches along the line.
|Xij |

Let Xij = [x1ij , x2ij , ....., xij

] denote the putative correspondence set between

k ⊗uk is a 9 component tensor of match pairs {(uk , vk )|k =
images Ii and Ij where xkij = vij
ij
ij
ij

1, · · · , |Xij |} given by xkij = [x x, x y, x , y  x, y  y, y  , x, y, 1]T where ukij = [x, y, 1]T is the
k = [x , y  , 1]T is the homogehomogeneous coordinate of a feature point in image Ii and vij

neous coordinate of the putative corresponding feature point in image Ij . Let the number
of putative correspondences between images Ii and Ij be |Xij |.
A minimal sample of s correspondences θ = [xdij1 , · · · , xdijs ] is drawn from Xij where d
is a vector of indices of the s correspondences in the samples. Using this sample, we estimate
the fundamental matrix Fij (θ). A fundamental matrix Fij (θ) must ﬁt the constraint given
T

k F (θ)uk = 0 for all correspondences in θ. This constraint can be expressed as
by vij
ij
ij

θT f = 0 where f is a 9×1 representation of 3×3 matrix Fij (θ).
The problem is to ﬁnd the fundamental matrix without the knowledge of correct
correspondences in the putative set. Thus, we want to maximize the probability of the
fundamental matrix given the putative set. In our work, we are looking to optimize the
objective function p(Fij (θ)|Xij ) where its deﬁnition is given by
p(Fij (θ)|Xij ) = 

μ(Fij (θ)|Xij )ω(θ)
.
θ (μ(Fij (θ)|Xij ))ω(θ)

(3.1)

μ(Fij (θ)|Xij ) is the quality of the sample of s-tuple θ over the putative set Xij , and
ω(θ) is the 0/1 binary degeneracy measure of the sample θ. The quality of the sample
is an estimate of the ﬁtting of the fundamental matrix found using the sample θ on the
putative correspondences. Eﬀectively the objective function is designed so that the best
non-degenerate sample is picked. In the objective function, the non-degeneracy measure
weeds out the degenerate samples so that the ﬁtting quality measure returns the quality
measure of the non-degenerate samples.
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After a number of ”burn-in” samples of s-tuple θ are drawn, the one that maximizes
μ(Fij (θ)|Xij ) and has a ω(θ) value of 1 is chosen as optimal θ∗ . This ﬁtting quality
μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij ) or μij in short, is basically a soft estimate of the number of inliers in the
putative correspondence set. The geometric estimate of the rate of inliers in the putative
correspondence set is given by
φ1ij =

μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij )
.
|Xij |

(3.2)

The geometric estimate of the number of inliers in the putative correspondence set
given by

φ2ij = μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij ).

(3.3)

φ1ij and φ2ij collectively referred to as φij is our geometric measure of similarity
between two images. Whether images match or not can be judged using a threshold on
both components of φij . However, the number of iterations needed to get a value of φij
is high and this kind of geometric matching is expensive. Moreover, the O(N 2 ) cost of
estimation of φij for all image pairs is infeasible for large values of N .

3.2.2

Hop using Photometric Proposal Distribution

The photometric proposal function is dependent on two primary attributes of each
correspondence in the putative set. The ﬁrst is what the similarity value is and the second
is how distinct this similarity value is from that of the closest competing correspondence in
S. Many similarity measure have been discussed in [104]. In our case, the similarity is the
reciprocal of distance between SIFT features in each image. Unlike Lowe’s SIFT paper [77],
we do not put a hard threshold on this distinctness and also use the similarity value and
not just the distinctness. With each putative match pair, we associate a similarity measure,
which we refer to as photometric weights in our work. Let the highest similarity in a row
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and column of a match be ρkij . Let ρkijr be the second highest similarity in its row and ρkijc
k for the correspondence xk
be the second highest in its column. We construct a weight wij
ij

given the photometry ρ as

k

k
wij
= (1 − exp−ρij )2 (1 −

ρkijr
ρkij

)(1 −

ρkijc
ρkij

)

(3.4)

The measure we get is always between 0 and 1. All the multiplying terms individually range from 0 to 1. The ﬁrst term is high if the similarity is high. The second and third
terms are high if the closest competing correspondence in the row ρkijr and column ρkijc of
k is
S respectively are low compared to ρkij . The distribution of photometric weights in wij

used to draw a photometric correspondel sample.

3.2.3

Diﬀusion using Geometric Joint Feature Distribution

Triggs [128] proposed the concept of Joint Feature Distributions (JFDs) to provide
a ﬂexible and robust alternative to the strict and deterministic geometric constraints used
for projective matching. In our context, we are particularly interested in two-camera 2D to
2D epipolar constraint. Simply put, JFDs are the joint probability distributions over the
parameters of the corresponding 2D to 2D features. They summarize the statistics of a given
set of correspondences and do not rigidly constrain them to a deterministic geometry. That
is why they are an ideal formalism to account for small non-rigid distortions and errors that
will inevitably be present in any camera. We use the Joint Feature Distributions to sample
correspondel and guide the MCMC locally. The use of the conditional JFD alleviates
the need for assuming that correspondences are independent of each other, a common
assumption in many random sampling approaches for epipolar geometry estimation. We
next summarize the development of JFDs. For more in-depth understanding of the concept,
the reader should read the original article [128].
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.2: (a) Image with a point marked with a yellow ’×’ (b) High probability
correspondence region over second image as captured in the JFD based on entire putative set
(c) High probability correspondence region over second image found using JFD based on the
best epipolar geometry found. Note that the ellipse in ’b’ does not cover the corresponding
point while that in ’c’ it does. Also note that JFD for correct set of correspondence is
narrower.
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k
We can model the noisy mapping of the 2D features, ukij , into the corresponding vij
T

k |uk ). The form for this conditional probability is centered around
by the probability p(vij
ij

the underlying, deterministic, 2D to 2D epipolar constraint where F is the fundamental
matrix.
T

k
vij
Fij (θ)ukij = 0

(3.5)

Let us draw a random sample of correspondences θ of size s from Xij where θ =
[xd1 , · · · , xds ] and h is the indices of the sampled match pairs. The above equation can be
k ⊗ uk ,
linearized by considering the tensor product of the corresponding points, xkij = vij
ij

with dimension 9 by 1 and expressed in the form θT f = 0 where f is 9×1 version of F. This
linear form implies that the JFD models are Gaussian in the tensor space,

p(xkij |θ) ∝ exp −

Lkij
2


(3.6)

where the negative log-likelihood function, Lkij , is given by
T

Lkij = xkij Wij xkij

(3.7)

where k varies from 1 to |Xij |.
Then we build their 9 by 9 homogeneous scatter matrix Vij = 1s θθT where θ is the 9
by s measurement matrix and i varies from 1 to n. This measurement matrix also appears
in linear matching tensor estimation. Triggs [128] has found that the inverse of this matrix
−1
. In practice, we have to compute
is a good estimate of the information tensor Wij ≈ Vij

Wij ≈ (Vij + diag(, · · · , , 0))−1 to regularize the inversion.
Thus, the JFD is parameterized by the homogeneous information tensor, Wij , which
is symmetric positive deﬁnite 9 by 9 matrix generalizing the homogeneous information. We
can estimate this from sample correspondences as follows.
k ) in X , given a set of corThe conditional probability of any match pair (ukij , vij
ij

respondences θ , which is a sample of size s drawn from Xij is given by the multivariate
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Gaussian distribution function as follows

p(xkij |Vij (θ)) =
|

(Vij (θ) + )−1
(2π)4.5


| exp −

T

xkij (Vij (θ) + )−1 xkij
2τ


(3.8)

where Vij (θ) is a 9 by 9 matrix constructed from θ for image pair {Ii , Ij } , as speciﬁed
earlier. τ in the above equation is a scaling constant. In our experiments, the value of
τ was set to 104 . We will use this conditional probability function to sample from the
correspondence space.
In the Figure 3.2, the physical implication of JFD is shown. The position of the JFD
ellipse denotes accuracy of the correspondences and the eccentricity of the ellipse denotes
the Gaussian inlier error in case JFD is formed only by inlier correspondences. Ideally,
center of the JFD ellipse should be the corresponding point and the ellipse should be a
straight line.

3.2.4

Fundamental Matrix Fitting Quality

Fundamental matrix ﬁtting quality is a measure that evaluates how well the fundamental matrix F(θ) ﬁts the putative correspondence set Xij . It is represented by μ(Fij (θ)|Xij ).
A M-estimator ﬁnds the weighted mean square error of all the data points for each
candidate fundamental matrix. The candidate fundamental matrix for which the weighted
mean square error is minimum is chosen as the ’best so far’ in each sampling iteration. Mestimators look for maximum likelihood, and thus, M-estimators are Maximum likelihood
estimators. Diﬀerent M-kernels or weight functions give diﬀerent M-estimators. We choose
Welsh’s [132] weight function as our M-kernel in this work. The negative exponential in
the Welsh’s weight function suppresses the eﬀect of outliers on the evaluation of the quality
of the fundamental matrix. The sum of such exponentials gives an M-estimate of the
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fundamental matrix ﬁtting quality. Our fundamental matrix ﬁtting quality is given by


|Xij |

μ(Fij (θ)|Xij ) =



exp

k=1

−δ 2 (Fij (θ)|xkij ).σ
2


(3.9)

In our experiments, we have ﬁxed σ = 104 . It must be noted here that we do
not multiply probability measures obtained from residual errors as in MAPSAC due to
two reasons. Firstly, we assume conditional dependence unlike MAPSAC, which assumes
conditional independence of correspondences. Secondly, multiplicative cost function would
primarily be determined by the low probabilities associated with the outliers, which are
large in numbers. Additive cost function would instead allow for suppressed ﬁtting values
of outlier correspondences without getting eﬀected by them. We denote δ 2 (F(θ)|xkij ) = δk2
as the Sampson’s distance, which is given by

k2
δij

T

=

k F uk ) 2
(vij
ij ij
k )2 + (F T v k )2
(Fij ukij )21 + (Fij ukij )22 + (Fij T vij
ij
1
ij 2

(3.10)

For notational simplicity, we denote F(θ) as F in Equation3.10. (Fukij )1 denotes the 1st
entry of the vector (Fukij ) and so on. The expression captures the geometric error, where
T

k Fuk and its transpose and the
the denominator is the product of partial diﬀerentials of vij
ij
T

k F uk .
numerator is the square of vij
ij ij

3.2.5

Degeneracy Measure

Figure 3.3 shows two image pairs. Image ’a’ shows an inlier correspondel rejected
as degenerate by our algorithm. Image ’b’ shows the same image pair respectively with
inlier correspondel that is accepted as non-degenerate by our algorithm. It can be easily
noticed that the degenerate correspondel consists of correspondences that are have similar
orientation and position with respect to each other. On the other hand, the non-degenerate
correspondel consists of correspondences that have diﬀerent orientation and position with
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respect to each other. In other words, the scatter of the correspondences in the nondegenerate case is more. In this sub-section, we introduce our notion of degeneracy and its
relation with associated scatter.
We try to avoid degeneracy by using a novel technique. The motivation is that
each individual correspondence in the sample θ must add at least a small dimension to the
motion models. We evaluate the mutual scatter of the correspondence pair xhi and xhj
in the sample θ by considering the space induced by the matrix [xThi ; xThj ], as captured by
its two singular values. A zero for the lower singular value would suggest that the two
correspondences are the same, i.e. they do not reduce the uncertainty [124, 136]in the
estimate of the fundamental matrix. Two correspondences should reduce the uncertainty in
the fundamental matrix estimation (using the linear method) by 2 dimensions. Of course,
if we have 8 correspondences, then we have unique estimate of the matrix. The ratio of the
low to the high singular value is a measure of the degeneracy of the two correspondences.
The lower is the value of this ratio, more similar is the correspondences. A low ratio would
suggest that the information in both the correspondences can be represented by either of
them, so we would not need both. We weed out the motion models that are generated
by such correspondences. The threshold β for this purpose should be very small, because
although we do not want degenerate solutions, we are looking for the s-tuple of inlier
correspondences that is most consistent with the putative set. Inliers in the set are similar
to each other in some respect. Our threshold should be low such that it does not interfere
in our search of inliers, while making sure that a model formed using degenerate s-tuple is
not accepted.
Our degeneracy measure is denoted by ω(θ) where λ1ij and λ2ij are the singular
values obtained by SVD. Note that the indices i and j stand for the correspondence between
images and not images unlike earlier.

ω(θ) =

i=s−1
 j=s

i=1 j>i
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λ2ij
>β
λ1ij


(3.11)

If the value of the ratio is less than β the correspondence pair is degenerate and the value
returned by this comparison is 0. ω(θ) is obtained by the product of all such 0/1 decisions
for all possible pairs in θ.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) A minimal set of correspondences that is considered to be degenerate (b) A
non-degenerate minimal set.

3.2.6

Acceptance of a Sample

The photometric weights for each putative correspondence p(xkij ) can be obtained
as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.2. The photometric proposal distribution for global hop is given
by
p(xkij |ρ) =
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k
wij
|Xij | k
k=1 wij

(3.12)

Our geometric proposal distribution for local diﬀusion is given by
p(xkij |θ∗ ) =

p(xkij |Vij (θ))
|Xij |
∗
k=1 p(xk |Vij (θ ))

(3.13)

The ratio of objective function is given by y(θt ) as
y(θt ) =

μ(Fij (θt )|Xij )ω(θt )
μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij )ω(θ∗ )

(3.14)

If y(θt ) > 1
θ∗ = θt
θt is accepted as ’best so far’ sample if y(θt ) is greater than 1. θ∗ is the optimal 8-tuple
of correspondences found so far. The ﬁrst s-tuple is sampled using p(xk |ρ) and thereafter
MCMC sampling is triggered. This is repeated over TN number of iterations.
Algorithm 1 [μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij ),

μ(Fij (θ ∗ )|Xij ) ∗
,θ ]
|Xij |

= BLOGS(Ii , Ij , α, β, TN )

Extract point features from images Ii and Ij
|X |
Compute putative correspondences Xij = [x1ij , · · · , xij ij ]
Compute photometric hop proposal p(xkij |ρ)
Draw a minimal set, θ∗ from p(xkij |ρ) s.t. ω(θ∗ ) = 1 using β
if θ∗ = NULL then
RETURN
end if
Compute μ(Fij (θ∗ )|Xij )
for t = 1 → TN do
if α ≤ rand (0, 1) then
Draw a sample, θt from hop proposal p(xkij |ρ)
else
Draw a sample, θt from diﬀusion proposal p(xkij |θ∗ )
end if
Compute μ(Fij (θt )|Xij ) and ω(θt )
μ(F (θ t )|X )ω(θ t )

ij
y(θt ) = μ(Fijij(θ∗ )|Xij
)ω(θ ∗ )
if y(θt ) > 1 then
θ∗ = θt
end if
end for
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3.3

Image Match Scores

When two images capturing a common scene undergo big geometric transformations
with respect to each other, it is diﬃcult to establish correspondences photometrically.
Usually not all photometric correspondences are consistent with the dominant underlying
geometric transformation model (epipolar geometry/homography). Thus, photometrically
generated correspondences are called putative correspondences and the correspondences
consistent with the underlying dominant geometric transformation model are called inliers
(see Figure 3.5) and the rest are called outliers. We observed that with the increase in transformation, the outlier rate in the photometrically established putative correspondences also
increases. Also, the putative correspondences established are low in number. See Figure 3.4.
Thus, the outlier rate in the putative correspondence set must be indicative of the geometric
transformation.

Thus, we can arrive at a photometric measure of image dissimilarity

indicative of the geometric transformation. In this work, we propose a correspondence based
score for image similarity, which we call the Cumulative Correspondence Score (CCS). The
CCS is a score of the cumulative strength of putative correspondences which can be used
to predict the outlier rate or image dissimilarity or geometric transformation.

3.3.1

Photometric Approximation to Geometric Match Score

The geometric match score is given by the inlier rate produces by the BLOGS
algorithm. Now, let us move on to the problem in more details. The ﬁrst problem that we
face is of reliably estimating epipolar geometry and a geometric match score between widely
separated images. Epipolar geometry estimations are computationally expensive and it is
infeasible to compute them for every pair of images in a dataset. Also, many pairs of images
might not be visually connected and thus it would lead to wastage of computation power
if epipolar geometry is computed for all pairs of images in a dataset. In other words, we
need to be selective about the image pairs that we want to consider for epipolar geometry
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Figure 3.4: Putative correspondences in a sequence of 5 images. The ﬁrst images are
progressively matched with the next 4 images. Note that the inlier rate in the putative
correspondence set between image pairs decrease with increase in geometric transformations
between the pair of cameras.
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Figure 3.5: Correspondences inlier to the dominant fundamental matrix in a sequence of 5
images. The ﬁrst images are progressively matched with the next 4 images. Note that the
number of inliers between image pairs decrease with increase in geometric transformations
between the pair of cameras.
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estimation. Thus, the next problem is of estimation of a cheap indicative measure of match
between all image pairs in a dataset to be used for the selection process. In other words,
we need a cheap and close approximation of the geometric score to be able to waste lesser
number of geometric estimations between images that do not match. Another part of this
problem is to use this approximation to minimize the number of geometric estimations
without sacriﬁcing the graph connectivity.
Photometric similarity between two images Ii and Ij is deﬁned based on the similarity between the sets of the point features found in these images. We used the SIFT [77]
features in this work, but other features could also work. Let the features found in Ii
n

and Ij be denoted by the sets {fi1 , · · · , fini } and {fj1 , · · · , fj j }, respectively. We take the
similarity of a correspondence to be the reciprocal of the distance between SIFT features.
This similarity is stored in ni by nj photometric feature similarity matrices Sij for matches
between each feature of Ii with each feature of Ij . The accepted putative correspondences
should have maximum similarity in both their rows and columns denoting the best mutual
match. The match is as good as the similarity between features and its unlikeliness of
having a better match with other features.
Let the similarity of the k-th such putative match be denoted by ρkij . And, ρkr
ij
and ρkc
ij be the second highest values in the row and column of this match, respectively.
The conﬁdence in putative correspondences could be related to how diﬀerent these second
maximums are from the similarity of the putative correspondences, which is the maximum
along the corresponding row and the column. The more is the diﬀerence; more is the
conﬁdence in the match being correct. We use the following combination to result in a
normalized similarity for the k-th putative match.

k
wij

= (1 − exp

−ρkij 2

) (1 −

ρkijr
ρkij

)(1 −

ρkijc
ρkij

)

(3.15)

The combination results in high values for putative matches with high similarities
and those for which the next best matches have low similarities. This photometric weight is
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same as that used in [24]. Using these weights over the |Xij | putative matches, Cumulative
Correspondence Score is estimated and is given by
⎛

⎞

ϕij = 1 − exp ⎝−κ log |Xij |

|Xij | k
k=1 wij ⎠

|Xij |

(3.16)

where the photometric similarity between two images are exponentially related to
|Xij |

the average similarity over the putative matches,

k
wij
,
|Xij |

k=1

and the number of putative

matches, the log |Xij |, term. This similarity increases with the increase in number of
putative correspondences and their average similarity. The constant term κ is ﬁxed based
on training data. In the experiments, we present some results with alternative combination
forms. The above form resulted in the best performance.
Thus, we see that while φij depends on both Fij and Xij , ϕij depends only on
Xij , and thus, it is computationally much cheaper as it does not involve epipolar geometry
estimation.
Algorithm 2 ϕij = CCS(V)
s }
Subsample all images in V to {I1s , I2s , · · · IN
Extract point features from all sub-sampled images
for i = 1 → N − 1 do
for j = i + 1 → N do
|X |
Compute putative correspondences Xij = [x1ij , · · · , xij ij ]
k
Compute the photometric conﬁdence on X, i.e., wij
k
Compute ϕij using wij
ϕji = ϕij
end for
end for

3.4

Experiments

In the experiments, we tested the performance of BLOGS and the performance of
CCS in approximating the match scores produced by BLOGS. Codes for competing epipolar
geometry algorithms MAPSAC, NAPSAC and BEEM were obtained from the websites of
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the respective authors [5, 121]. The codes to draw epipolar lines in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.6,
Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12 were obtained
from [2]. Points are marked in one image and in the other image the epipolar line should
pass through the same point if the epipolar geometry found is correct. Please note that the
epipolar lines are of good quality as they exactly or almost pass through the corresponding
point in the pair of the marked images.

3.4.1

Datasets

We have benchmarked performance of BLOGS and competing state-of-the-art algorithms on 20 image pairs. Ten of these image pairs are from our collection and ten other
images have been collected from including ten images from other works. The images pairs
in our collection in general have wider baseline. Such datasets have been addressed less
in state-of-the-art research works. The Bluna image pair and KMsm image pair is from
the WBS Image Matcher’s website [10]. The Table image pair is from [7]. The Mountains
and Path image pairs are from the ’Demoset’ in the Nokia dataset [6]. The Books, Cactus,
Library and Two Cars image pairs are from [5]. The Graphiti image pair is from [9]. The
test data contains image pairs that have a very wide baseline, scale changes, rotation and
occlusion. Such image pairs are not suﬃciently addressed in the literature.
To ﬁnd a good photometric approximation of the geometry based match score, tests
are performed using the matching images in the Demoset of the Nokia [6] Lausanne dataset
containing 105 images.

3.4.2

Ground Truth and Performance Evaluation

16 correspondences each were hand-marked in 20 wide-baseline images which served
as a ground truth in order to estimate the error in fundamental matrix produced by our
algorithm BLOGS for each pair of the 20 test images we have.
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(1) Kmsm image pair

(2) Graphiti image pair

(3) Mountains image pair

Figure 3.6: Computed epipolar lines for easy image pairs. On the left image of each pair,
we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on the other
image.
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(4) Table image pair

(5) Book image pair

(6) Cactus image pair

Figure 3.7: Computed epipolar lines for easy image pairs. On the left image of each pair,
we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on the other
image.
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(7) Two cars image pair

(8) Library image pair

(9) Bluna image pair

Figure 3.8: Computed epipolar lines for medium hard image pairs. On the left image of
each pair, we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on
the other image.
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(10) Flags image pair

(11) Corridor image pair

(12) Steel mesh image pair

Figure 3.9: Computed epipolar lines for medium hard image pairs. On the left image of
each pair, we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on
the other image.
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(13) Pillars image pair

(14) Path image pair

(15) Buiding image pair

Figure 3.10: Computed epipolar lines for hard image pairs. On the left image of each pair,
we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on the other
image.
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(16) University image pair

(17) Stones image pair

(18) Parking image pair

Figure 3.11: Computed epipolar lines for hard image pairs. On the left image of each pair,
we show marked points with ’×’. The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on the other
image.
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(19) Cars image pair

(20) Cafeteria image pair

Figure 3.12: Computed epipolar lines for challenge image pairs on which the proposed
algorithm was tested. On the left image, we show the ground truth feature points with ’×’.
The corresponding epipolar lines are drawn on the other image.
The Sampson’s error is used to quantify the error in the fundamental matrix with
respect to the 16 points hand-marked in the 20 images. Errors are averaged over 100 runs
of our algorithm BLOGS and each of the competing algorithms NAPSAC, MAPSAC and
BEEM with respect to the ground truth points marked. We also estimated the standard
deviation of the errors.
We have manually quantiﬁed the number of inliers and the outlier rate in the
putative correspondence set for each image pair to give an idea about the hardness of
the epipolar geometry search required for each method. These are listed in increasing order
of diﬃculty level given by the outlier rate in Figure 3.13.
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For all matching images in the Demoset of the Nokia Dataset, the photometric match
score given by Equation 3.17, Equation 3.18, Equation 3.19, Equation 3.20 and geometric
match scores given by Equation 3.2.
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(b)
Figure 3.13: Comparative performance of NAPSAC, MAPSAC, BEEM and BLOGS (our
method). For each algorithm we list the mean of the root mean Sampson’s distance for
the 16 ground truth correspondences for separate 100 runs. The error bars are shown at
one standard deviation. The horizontal axis represent the image pairs, sorted by their
outlier rates (noted on the ﬁgure), which was manually determined. (a) Accuracies after
500 iterations. (b) Accuracies after 5000 iterations. The BEEM algorithm was allowed to
exit early if its stopping condition was met.

3.4.3

Results

The quantiﬁed performances are shown in Figure 3.13. The outlier rate and number
of inliers are mentioned with each image pair.
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MAPSAC performs better than both

NAPSAC and BEEM in most of the cases. We found that MAPSAC can handle high outlier
rates as well. MAPSAC handling such high outlier rates is unreported to our knowledge.
Our algorithm consistently performed better than NAPSAC and MAPSAC, while producing
a little more pixel errors on one occasion. Very little diﬀerences might be ignored due to
possible inaccuracy in hand-marked points, although points were marked with utmost care.
Even on the hard images (the last two), our performance is better than the others. The
results show that we attain almost the same accuracy in 500 iterations as MAPSAC attains
in 5000 iterations and that BLOGS is capable of gaining more from barely suﬃcient number
of inliers that might include degenerate inliers as well. Our algorithm is able to push to the
limit of over 90 percent outliers with acceptable pixel errors in 5000 iterations in few cases.
However, what value of pixel error is acceptable depends on the application. Note that the
last two pairs in the ﬁgure are particularly challenging image pairs. Even BLOGS does not
perform well on those images. They test the limits of current approaches, including ours,
and help motivate future research to solve such problems. They motivate us to come up
with even better solutions in future research.
Table 3.1: Student’s paired signiﬁcance t-test associated probabilities between mean errors
generated by 5000 and 500 iterations of BLOGS and 5000 iterations of MAPSAC, NAPSAC
and iterations until convergence of BEEM not over 5000 iterations. Probability value less
than 0.05 suggest that the hypothesis that the values are same can be rejected with more
than 95% conﬁdence; these are marked in bold.
Vs

BLOGS 5000

BLOGS 500

MAPSAC 5000
NAPSAC 5000
BEEM < 5000

0.004
0.014
0.055

0.077
0.102
0.056

Figure 3.14a illustrates the essence of the mixing parameter and the degeneracy
parameter. For each image pair, for each α value in the Figure 3.14a, the median of the
error (root mean Sampson’s distance from 16 hand-marked ground truth correspondences)
over 100 executions was found. All median errors found for an image pair are normalized
by dividing by the maximum median error found for that image pair across all α values
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Figure 3.14: Variation of negative log of median of error (root mean Sampson’s distance
from 16 hand-marked ground truth correspondences) normalized for diﬀerent choices of (a)
the mixing parameter, α and (b) the degeneracy threshold parameter, β. The higher the
value along the vertical axis, the better.
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Figure 3.15: Comparative performance of MAPSAC, NAPSAC, BEEM and BLOGS based
on median success rate across all image pairs in recognizing inliers within varying pixel
thresholds.

 
 

  

 

 

 



 
 



 
 






   



 







Figure 3.16: Per iteration wall-clock time in milliseconds taken by BLOGS, MAPSAC,
NAPSAC and BEEM averaged over 500, 10000, 40000, 70000, 100000 iterations.
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for which errors are evaluated. The normalization is done to limit the contribution of each
image pairs in the cumulative error. The sum of the negative logarithm of normalized
median of error for all images is plotted on the y-axis against α values in the x-axis. The
higher the points along y-axis, the better they are. It can be seen that mixing is better
than pure hop or pure diﬀusion, captured by α = 0 and α = 1. The square point giving
best result in the ﬁgure corresponds to the case when diﬀusions were linearly increased with
iterations. It can be seen that the α values around 0.5 produce the best results.
Figure 3.14b illustrates the essence of the degeneracy parameter. For each image
pair, for each β value in the Figure 3.14b, the median of the error over 100 executions
was evaluated and then the sum of negative logarithm of normalized median of error for
all image pairs was plotted against each value of β. All median errors found for an image
pair are normalized by dividing by the maximum median error found for that image pair
across all β values for which errors are evaluated. It can be seen that the value of β chosen
are small. From the plot it can be seen that initially the plot shows an increasing trend
and then it goes down rapidly. This can be explained as follows. As long as the β value
thresholds out only degenerate cases, the plot shows an increasing trend. The plot comes
down rapidly after that. β values around 0.01 is thus suggested.
Tables 3.1 show the associated probabilities of Student’s t-pair test on the mean
Sampson’s error for 100 executions of each algorithm on each image pair. In general,
probability value less than 0.05 suggests that the hypothesis that the values are same can
be rejected with more than 95% conﬁdence and any value more than 0.05 suggests that
statistically the values are the same. In Table 3.1, it can be concluded that the BLOGS in
5000 iterations gives mean errors signiﬁcantly lesser than MAPSAC, NAPSAC each in 5000
iterations, while their errors in 5000 iterations are comparable to BLOGS in 500 iterations.
This indicates that BLOGS produces results of similar quality in 10 times less number of
iterations than MAPSAC and NAPSAC.
In Figure 3.15 we plot another performance measure. We compute the success
rates, i.e. the percentage of inliers in the putative correspondence set that are within a
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Figure 3.17: Correlation scatter plot with corresponding regression lines with (gray) and
without (green) zero intercept between the photometric inlier rate produced by G1 and the
geometric inlier rate. The correlation coeﬃcient is 0.6509 without zero intercept. The slope
of the zero-intercept line is 0.1706.
threshold distance of the computed epipolar geometry. The true inliers were identiﬁed
manually. We report the median rate over all the images. While BEEM was allowed to
meet its convergence, all other algorithms were executed up to 50000 iterations. We see
that BLOGS is the best in terms of this measure too.
Figure 3.16 shows the wall-clock time per iterations for each algorithm plotted
against increasing number of iterations. All codes were in MATLAB and executed on a
Intel Dual Core processor @1.80 GHz with Windows7 Professional platform. BLOGS is the
fastest. Stopping criterion of BEEM was disabled for this study. For BLOGS and BEEM,
times per iteration are fairly constant, barring a slightly higher value for 500 iterations of
BLOGS, which is due to the preprocessing overhead for the degeneracy estimation. This
shows that for both BLOGS and BEEM, the time complexity is linear. However, BEEM
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Figure 3.18: Correlation scatter plot with corresponding regression line with (gray) and
without (green) zero intercept between the photometric inlier rate produced by G2 and
the geometric inlier rate. The correlation coeﬃcient is -0.0133 without zero intercept. The
slope of the zero-intercept line is 2.7521.
takes about 5 times as much time per iteration as BLOGS. For MAPSAC and NAPSAC,
the times per iteration are close to each other, but surprisingly increase with the number
of iterations, suggesting that their time complexity is worse than linear.
⎛
G1 (i, j) = 1 − exp ⎝−

⎞

|Xij | k
k=1 wij ⎠

|Xij |

G2 (i, j) = 1 − exp (− log |Xij |)
⎛
G3 (i, j) = 1 − exp ⎝−12
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(3.17)

(3.18)
⎞

|Xij | k
k=1 wij ⎠

|Xij |

(3.19)

Figure 3.19: Correlation scatter plot with corresponding regression line with (grey) and
without (green) zero intercept between the photometric inlier rate produced by G3 and the
geometric inlier rate. The correlation coeﬃcient is 0.6487 without zero intercept. The slope
of the zero-intercept line is 0.9563.
⎛

⎞

G4 (i, j) = 1 − exp ⎝−5 log |Xij |

|Xij | k
k=1 wij ⎠

|Xij |

(3.20)

The four function in the Equation 3.17, Equation 3.18, Equation 3.19, Equation 3.20
mentioned are used to get an approximation of geometric inlier rate. The constants in the
functions are dependent on the size of the images used. We found that the function of the
form deﬁned for CCS resulted in best correlation with the geometric inlier rate.
[t]
The ﬁgures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20 respectively show the correlation plots between
these these functions and φij . We found that both Equations 3.17, Equations 3.19, Equation 3.20 are good. However, Equations 3.20 is slightly better in terms of correlation
coeﬃcient of the simple least squares linear regression line in gray and the slope of the zero
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Figure 3.20: Correlation scatter plot with corresponding regression line with (grey) and
without (green) zero intercept between the photometric inlier rate produced by G4 and the
geometric inlier rate. The correlation coeﬃcient is 0.6701 without zero intercept. The slope
of the zero-intercept line is 0.9586.
intercept regression line in green thus used in this research. The null hypothesis signiﬁcance
test and more details are mentioned in Appendix C. Details on the zero-intercept regression
line is mentioned in Appendix D.
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Chapter 4 Basal Graph Structures and Geometry Based Image Organization

Image organization is an important problem and holds the key in many important applications. Geometry based applications like GPS and magnetometer tag noise detection and
geometric walk-throughs are the focus of this dissertation. Thus, we propose basal graph
structures for geometry based image organization. The term basal means minimal and
foundational, minimal (basic) in terms of the algorithm and foundational (forms the base)
in terms of the application.
We deﬁne our basal graphs as degree unconstrained or degree 2 constrained minimum
spanning forests with all its edges satisfying a threshold and we refer degree unconstrained
basal graphs as basal tree graphs and degree 2 constrained graphs as basal path graphs.
Basal tree graphs are for planar image organizations without a loop and basal path graphs
are for linear image organization as shown in Figure 1.4. Basal graphs are minimal and
foundational graph structures for exploration and exploitation of information in a collection
of images. Diﬀerent types of image organizations are useful for diﬀerent applications. For
example, a collection of printed images are usually stored either side-by-side in an album
in a tree arrangement on a plane or as a stack which are basically linear arrangements.

4.1

Background

Image organization [13, 26, 31, 50, 52, 68, 75, 106, 115] is done by looking at the
relation between pairs of images and then deciding whether they are related or not. If they
are related, graph structures are maintained to store the information about these relations.
In geometry based image organization, ideally geometry based clustering would lead to the
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most desirable result. However, quadratic cost of all pair geometry estimation is infeasible
for large datasets. Thus, the objective is to identify all the relations in feasible time for large
datasets. In the state-of-the-art, in order to meet this objective, photometric clustering is
done, followed by seeking spanning trees to connect images and then expansion of the trees
to form a denser graph.

4.1.1

Hybrid Approaches

Generally, only a ﬁxed number of nearest neighbors [30] in exhaustive pair-wise
estimates of appearance based similarity measure of images are put to test for geometrical
veriﬁcation to reduce the number of epipolar geometry estimations. In contrast, in this
work we do not ﬁx the number of nearest neighbors. Rather, our algorithm keeps exploring
the neighbors until a stopping criterion is satisﬁed. Thus, we optimize both the connectivity
and the number of geometric veriﬁcations simultaneously without a hard threshold on the
number of neighbors. We use Cumulative Correspondence Score (CCS) as introduced in
the previous chapter for photometric ﬁltering.

4.2

Our Approach: CODIMSEG

We propose an algorithm COnnected Components Discovery by Minimally Specifying Expensive Graph (CODIMSEG) that uses an inexpensive approximate of an expensive
complete graph to identify the connected components in the expensive graph by minimally
specifying the expensive graph. The better the approximation is, the lesser would be the
speciﬁcation needed.
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4.2.1

Problem Model, Notations and Mathematical Objective

Given a collection V of N images I1 , I2 , · · · , IN , we want to eﬃciently discover the
connectivity between them in the form of a graph G = (V, E) where E is the set of edges
connecting them. Edge-connected pairs of images are those for which camera geometry
can be faithfully estimated. We propose tree, Υ, and path, Π, structures through the
connected images. A denser graph, Λ, of connected images can be eﬃciently discovered
using the tree Υ. This graph Λ is then used for conversion of non-linear tree structures
Υ to linear path structures Π. Υ and Π are called basal graph structures. The process
of conversion of Υ to Λ is called basal graph expansion. Υ and Λ might be split into c
connected components if all the images are not connected. Thus, Υ = {Υ1 , · · · , Υc } and
Λ = {Λ1 , · · · , Λc }. Further, each connected component might split into more number of
paths in Π because it might not be possible to linearly represent a non-linear structure
completely. Let the number of splits while ﬁnding path in each connected components be
s1 , · · · , sc . Thus, Π = {Π1,1 , · · · , Πc,sc }.
We want to ﬁnd the basal tree graphs that maximize the ratio of the number of edges
in the basal tree graphs to the number of geometric estimations done. The numerator in
the following equation is the match between the expensive graph and the basal tree graph,
that is, the number of edges common in the two graphs and the denominator is the number
of edges speciﬁed by an algorithm to produce the ﬁnal basal tree graphs.

Υ∗∗ = arg max
Υ

|(Υ · φ) > 0|
|φs > 0|

(4.1)

The problem in the above optimization is that the full graph is never speciﬁed,
because not fully specifying it is a part of the objective. Thus, we need an approximation of
φ that we call ϕ and specify as less in φ as possible and attempt to maximally connect the
graph using the speciﬁcation. Thus, for graph connectivity, we look for a spanning forest.
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4.2.2

Markov Chain Spanning Tree Diﬀusion for CODIMSEG

Ideally, the objective is to ﬁnd a spanning forest with maximum number of edges
in the expensive graph with geometric match scores as weights. However, we do not want
to specify the expensive graph completely. We want to minimally specify the expensive
graph without sacriﬁcing the graph connectivity, such that the connected components or
the number of connected components are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the one achieved
using pure geometric matching.
Let the low cost approximate of φ be denoted by ϕ.

Υ0 = fM ST (ϕ0 )
[ϕb , ε] = fREF IN E (Υb , φΥb )

(4.2)

Υb+1 = fM ST (ϕb )
In the Equation 4.2, Υ0 is the initial MST, Υb is the MST after b iterations and
Υb+1 is the MST after b + 1 iterations in the Markov Chain process. The MST after b + 1
iterations is dependent on ϕb updated by all reﬁnements upto b iterations by estimation of φ
over the MST edges at each iteration which we denote as Υb at iteration b. ε is the measure
of improvement over the previous iteration in terms of the number of edges increased in Υb .
The algorithm stops when ε = 0.
Our algorithm uses an inexpensive graph to minimally specify an expensive graph
for basal tree graph discovery. We can use any photometric match score weighted graph.
We use CCS ϕ to generate a complete graph weighted with photometric match scores. Next,
we ﬁnd a minimum spanning tree in this graph. For every pair of images Ii and Ij connected
in this minimum spanning tree, we estimate the geometric match scores φ1ij and φ2ij and φsij
is set to 1. If the thresholds Γ1 and Γ2 are not satisﬁed, the edge is set to a very high value
∞ in the photometric graph as an update. If the thresholds Γ1 and Γ2 are satisﬁed, then
the edges are accepted in the basal tree graphs. Minimum spanning tree is estimated again
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for the updated photometric graph and this process is repeated iteratively. If there is no
change in the number of accepted edges, then the algorithm stops.
Figure 4.1 shows a graph visualization of image connectivity on the Lausanne
Dataset [6] of 243 images after the CODIMSEG algorithm meets its stopping criterion. The
red circles represent images with the image indices shown within the circle. We call these
basal tree graphs. Note that many images were not connected. The image representations of
the large basal tree graphs have been shown in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 in the result section of this chapter. Note that all
the connections are correct.
Algorithm 3 [Υ∗ , φ1 , φ2 , opt] = CODIMSEG(V, φ1 , φ2 , α, β, TN )
ϕij = CCS(V)
b=0
m=1
G  (V, E = ϕ)
while m do
m=0
Υt = PRIM(G  )
for i = 1 → N − 1 do
if φ1Υb (i,1),Υb (i,2) == 0 then
[φ1Υb (i,1),Υb (i,2) , φ2Υb (i,1),Υb (i,2) ] = BLOGS(IΥb (i,1) , IΥb (i,2) , α, β, TN )
end if
if φ1Υb (i,1),Υb (i,2) > Γ1 AND φ2Υb (i,1),Υb (i,2) > Γ2 then
m=m+1
else
ϕΥb (i,1),Υb (i,2) = ∞
ϕΥb (i,2),Υb (i,1) = ∞
end if
end for
opt(b) = m
b=b+1
end while
Υ ∗ = Υb

Figure 4.2 shows how the number of connected edges increase using GIST and CCS.
CCS starts with a lead, but for both CCS and GIST, CODIMSEG shows the same trend.
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This indicates that while CCS is better than GIST, CODIMSEG can work with any kind of
initialization. However, the expensive graph edges speciﬁcation would be done more often.

Figure 4.1: Basal tree graphs for Lausanne Dataset with 243 images represented as red
circle with image indexes within them. The connected dots represent connected images.
Notice that there are few big clusters and many images that are unconnected. This result
was produces at a threshold such that no false positives or false edges are allowed at all.
This typically also leads to over-clustering.
Figure 4.3 is a visualization of MST between geographically spread cameras. Using
GPS and magnetometer tags, we were able to plot the camera position is the ﬁgure. Next,
we show the initial MST and the ﬁnal MST. Many edges in the initial MST were rejected.
Geographically distant cameras might not have been used to capture images of a common
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Figure 4.2: Increasing edges in the basal graphs with successive iterations of the CODIMSEG
algorithm for a) Lausanne, b) Oxford and c) ArtQuad datasets. The ﬁgures show how the number
of geometrically veriﬁed edges in the basal tree graphs increase with iterations. The algorithm stops
when there is no increase in edges for consecutive iterations for given number of times
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scene.

Thus, we see that most often the cameras that are geographically distant are

connected by edges that are rejected.

4.2.3

Basal Tree Graphs Expansion using CODIMSEG

Graph expansion is done to get a denser graph using the basal graphs. Graph
expansion is done by looking at the transitive closures [13]. Transitive closures mean that
if two vertices are not directly connected and if they are connected by path of length two in
the graph, then verify if the two vertices are directly connected. This is done exhaustively in
[13]. In our algorithm, we reuse the CODIMSEG algorithm to connect the vertices directly
connected to a vertex using a basal tree graphs. Once this is done for all vertices, a second
round of expansion is done, followed by third round and so on till the expansion leads to
an extra edge.
Algorithm 4 Λ = BASAL-TREE-GRAPH-EXPANSION(Υ∗ , V, φ1 , φ2 , α, β, TN )
Λ = Υ∗
m=1
while m do
m=0
for i = 1 → N − 1 do
For vertex Ii in Υ∗ , ﬁnd the set of all vertices Vi reachable from Ii .

[Υ , φ1 , φ2 , opt] = CODIMSEG(Vi , φ1 , φ2 , α, β, TN )
m = m + sum(opt)
if sum(opt) > 0 then

Λ = append(Λ, Υ )
end if
end for
end while
Figure 4.4 shows the graph in ﬁgure 4.1 after graph expansion. Note that many
edges were added, however, the edges are added in the same connected component. Thus,
connected component are still the same. The next phase is the to ﬁnd basal path graphs.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3: Tree computation for the Nokia Challenge dataset. Each image is represented
by a point at the corresponding GPS tagged locations, in local ENU (East North Up)
coordinates, with negative Y-axis as north and positive X-axis as east. The reference
camera at origin is encircled. We use the GPS tags just for visualization of the results.
They are not used in the computation of the tree. (a) Initial photometry based minimum
spanning tree, (b) Final tree structure.
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Figure 4.4: Expanded basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the changes in the
number of edges specially in the large clusters.
4.2.4

Basal Path Graphs using Minimum Hamiltonian Path Approximation
Algorithms

After the basal graph expansion is done, we ﬁnd the basal path graphs using a
minimum Hamiltonian path approximation algorithm [16, 22, 102]. We choose two of these
algorithms. One is the minimum spanning tree based approximation that has a theoretical
bound on performance and the other is the best known heuristic for the problem, that is,
the Lin-Kernighan algorithm. We use a version of the Lin-Kernighan algorithm called the
chained Lin-Kernighan algorithm [1, 16].
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Minimum spanning tree based approximation is 2-approximation algorithm and
might not lead to a very good result, however, it just requires a tree for which the basal
tree graphs are suﬃcient and the expanded basal graphs are not required. Lin-Kernighan
algorithm can be used on any graphs if the edges not connect are set to very high weights
indicating ∞. Thus, Lin-Kernighan algorithm can be applied to basal tree graphs as well
as expanded basal graphs producing basal path graphs. However, it would lead to more
connections in the basal path graphs if expanded basal graphs are used.
Algorithm 5 Π = GEOMETRIC-WALKTHROUGHS(Υ∗ , Λ, V , choice)
if choice == 0 then
G(V, E = Υ∗ )
Π = DFS(G) /* Revisit Nodes */
else
G(V, E = Λ)
Π = LIN-KERNIGHAN(G)
end if
Figure 4.5 shows a basal tree graph from Figure 4.1. The basal tree graph is then
converted to basal path graph with and without graph expansion. The results show that
the graph expansion is an important intermediate step before the non-linear tree structure
is converted to a linear path structure.
Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.12 show various basal tree graphs with more than ten vertices.
Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.17 show corresponding expanded graphs and basal path graphs.

4.2.4.1

Minimum Spanning Tree based Approximation

Minimum Spanning Tree based approximation of a Hamiltonian Path is done by
using a Depth-First-Search algorithm on the graph. A Hamiltonian Path can be formed
which would always be less than twice the length of the desired Hamiltonian cycle as it is
a 2-approximation algorithm as each edge is traversed twice.
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Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph Generated
Without Graph Expansion

Basal Path Graph

Figure 4.5: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.6. Notice
that one image could not be accommodated in the path because it could not have two
neighbors. Also notice that if expansion were not done, the basal path graph would have 4
components.
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4.2.4.2

Chained Lin-Kernighan Heuristic

Lin-Kernighan algorithm is one of the best heuristics for the ﬁnding a Hamiltonian
Path. It works by doing 2-opt, 3-opt, or upto 5-opt moves which involves exchanges of edges
between 2, 3 or up to 5 edges to ﬁnd a better path.

4.3

Experiments

We used diﬀerent types of datasets to test various aspects of our algorithms in our
research. Nokia Dataset is a challenging dataset that has never been responded in research
so far except by us. Oxford building dataset has been used in CBIR applications and we
use it to leverage geometric information in it. Oxford dataset has many images that do not
match with any other image. Such images are called distractors and pose a challenge in
image organization. Oxford building and the ArtQuad dataset tests the scalability of our
algorithm. ArtQuad dataset has been used for large scale 3D modeling of a geographical
region. Nokia dataset and ArtQuad dataset have GPS information. However, we do not use
the GPS tag information for image organization. In the next chapter, GPS tags are veriﬁed
using the organized images from this chapter. More details on the datasets are as follows.
We used few graph related codes from [3, 8]. We used chained Lin-Kernighan heuristic from
[1].

4.3.1

Datasets

The Nokia dataset [6] has two datasets in it: the ’Lausanne’ dataset and the
’Demoset’. The Lausanne dataset has 243 images and the Demoset has 105 images collected
using a commercial (Nokia 6210 Navigator) phone equipped with GPS and magnetometer
sensors. Both the datasets are very challenging. The Lausanne dataset is a very wellcollected dataset as it spans across a large geographical area and still visually connected,
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Figure 4.6: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the large view-point
changes in the images.
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Figure 4.7: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the leaf nodes of this tree.
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Figure 4.8: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. This is one of densest collection
of images.
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Figure 4.9: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the leaf nodes in just few images.
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Figure 4.10: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice that this arrangement
is almost linear and thus easy to follow. Shows how important linear arrangements can be.
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Figure 4.11: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the signiﬁcant changes
between the leaves of the tree.
though sparingly. The images in the Lausanne dataset are separated by very-wide-baselines
and are matching images in them are very diﬃcult to identify using state-of-the-art methods.
Demoset has fewer images that are visually connected but the visually connected images
have very wide-baselines and are very diﬃcult to match as well. Images in both these
datasets are tagged with GPS sensor information and magnetometer sensor information.
For the Lausanne dataset, images of calibration grid are provided to help in estimating
the intrinsic calibration parameters. However, such data is not provided for the Demoset.
We found Nokia dataset very interesting, particularly the Lausanne dataset which is wellconnected but sparingly so much that even humans would ﬁnd it diﬃcult to see the
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Figure 4.12: One of the basal trees for the Lausanne Dataset. Notice the signiﬁcant changes
between the leaves of the tree.
connections between the images. It poses an excellent challenge for research by pushing
geometry based image organization problem to its limit.
The Oxford building [11] dataset is another challenging collection of 5063 images.
These images have been collected from Flickr by searching various landmarks in Oxford
using diﬀerent queries. However, there are many images in the dataset which do not belong
to any landmark. Also, there are plenty of images that have nothing to do with Oxford
buildings and are not related to any other image in the dataset, making it a diﬃcult and
an interesting dataset. This dataset has been previously used for object retrieval, which
can be seen as simpler version of problem of image organization. 5 wide-baseline images
of 11 buildings were used as queries to evaluate performance of object retrieval system in
the research that introduced this dataset. In our research, we do not use or assume any
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Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Tree Graph

Basal Path Graph

Figure 4.13: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.7. Note
that the basal path graph split into 3 parts
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Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph
Figure 4.14: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.8. Note
that the basal path graph in this case is fully connected.
labelpath3
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Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph
Figure 4.15: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.9.Note
that the basal path graph in this case is fully connected.
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Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph
Figure 4.16: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.10. Note
that the image that was outside got accommodated in the path
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Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph

Basal Tree Graph

Expanded Basal Graph

Basal Path Graph
Figure 4.17: Expanded graph and basal paths in the basal tree shown in Figure 4.11 and
Figure 4.12. Note that the path for Figure 4.12 has two single images that could not ﬁnd
a place in the larger path.
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previous knowledge on the dataset. We perform wide-baseline geometry based matching in
order to get accurate organization of images. In the Oxford dataset, there are many similar
overlapping images as well as very wide-baseline images in the presence of images that do
not have any match with others also known as distractors.
The ArtsQuad [42] dataset has 6514 images. All the images in this dataset have
GPS information from a commercial phone (an iPhone 3G) and 348 of the images have tags
from a highly accurate survey quality (10 cm error) diﬀerential GPS device. This dataset
has images that are more overlapping in the scene content than the Nokia dataset and has
been used for 3D reconstruction as well. We use the 348 images with highly accurate survey
quality GPS data as ground truth for the GPS noise detection problem. This dataset is one
of the large datasets we use for our research and it tests the scalability of our algorithm.

4.3.2

Ground Truth and Performance Evaluation

All pairs of images in a collection of 348 images by combining the Lausanne dataset
and the Demoset were visually inspected for a match and a 0/1 matrix of size 348×348
is prepared as ground truth to test the basal tree graphs produced by our algorithm
CODIMSEG.
Basal tree graphs are produced by various versions of our algorithm for evaluation.
Note that basal tree graphs are produced by thresholding a single spanning tree after the
CODIMSEG algorithm converges. Next the accepted edges in the spanning tree forming
the basal tree graphs and the edges rejected by our algorithm are tested against the ground
truth to verify if the acceptance and rejections were valid. The algorithm that produces
most valid results is considered the best.
We compared various versions of our algorithm, CODIMSEG-CCS-50, CODIMSEGCCS-100, CODIMSEG-GIST-50, CODIMSEG-GIST-100 and CODIMSEG-GIST-384 with
the pure geometric algorithm. 50, 100 and 384 are the size of the smaller side of the image
in pixels. 11 inlier rate thresholds were used ranging from 0 to 0.5 with increments of
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0.05 and 9 thresholds on the number of inliers were used from 0 to 80 with increments of
10. Thus, there are 99 combinations of thresholds giving 99 points using which ROCs are
plotted. The ROCs are given by the upper convex hull of the 99 points. The formulas used
for True Positive Rate (T P R) and False Positive Rate (F P R) are given by Equation 4.3
and Equation 4.4 respectively where T P , T N , F P , F N are true positive, true negative,
false positive and false negative respectively.

Figure 4.18: ROCs generated to verify the correctness of the geometry based thresholding to
produce the basal tree graphs by diﬀerent versions of our algorithm and the pure geometric
version.

TPR =

TP
TP + FN
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(4.3)

FP
FP + TN

FPR =

4.3.3

(4.4)

Results

The pure geometric algorithm performed the best followed by CODIMSEG-CCS-50,
CODIMSEG-CCS-100, CODIMSEG-GIST-50, and CODIMSEG-GIST-100, CODIMSEGGIST-384. 50 and 100 denote the size of the smaller side of the images in pixels. Surprisingly, the algorithm performs better with smaller images than with larger images. The
performance of pure geometric is comparable with best version of our algorithm.
Next, we want to compare how successful the algorithms are in identifying connected
images. Now, we do not consider True Negatives in the success of our algorithms. We
now compare CODIMSEG with k-NN and k=3 and k=5 algorithm. CODIMSEG always
converged in less than 3N geometric estimations for the dataset used for ground truth and
thus k=3 or k=5 should be suﬃcient for this 348 image dataset.
We estimated the precision (P RE), accuracy (only considering true positive) (ACC),
and 1- false positive rate for all the algorithms as shown in Table 4.1.

ACC =

TP
TP + FP + FN + TN

(4.5)

TP
TP + FP

(4.6)

P RE =

The results for all algorithms are found at the threshold at which pure geometric
performs the best. In the Table 4.1, it can be seen that CODIMSEG-CCS-100 performs the
best, even better than the pure geometric. This can be explained by the fact that geometric
match scores are also just estimates like the photometric match scores, although they
are considered the best. Hybrid algorithms provide photometric guidance and too which
provides an additional advantage and thus has lower false positive rate. Note that pure
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Table 4.1: Comparing various algorithms based on the ratio of true positives and total
possible edges, and its product with precision and 1 - false positive rate.

Algorithm

Photometric
Image Size
Score
(Smaller side pixels)

True-Positives/
Total
(A)

Precision
(B)

1-FPR
(C)

Product
(AxBxC)

Pure Geometric

N/A

384

0.7320

0.9621

0.8925

0.6285

CODIMSEG

CCS

50

0.5965

0.9952

0.9927

0.5893

CODIMSEG

CCS

100

0.6945

0.9757

0.9400

0.6370

CODIMSEG

GIST

50

0.6254

0.9775

0.9600

0.5868

CODIMSEG

GIST

100

0.5620

0.9606

0.9456

0.5104

CODIMSEG

GIST

384

0.5821

0.9573

0.9323

0.5196

3NN

CCS

50

0.5159

1.0000

1.0000

0.5159

3NN

CCS

100

0.5476

0.9948

0.9935

0.5411

5NN

CCS

50

0.6715

0.9790

0.9561

0.6285

5NN

CCS

100

0.6859

0.9754

0.9450

0.6322

geometric is best in terms of accuracy. CODIMSEG outperformed 3NN by a good margin.
However, 5NN gives equivalent results, but performs much more geometric estimations than
CODIMSEG. Thus, CODIMSEG-CCS-100 is the winner in the table.
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Chapter 5 Noisy GPS and Magnetometer Tag Detection

Images tagged with meta-data are often used for multi-view analysis. Any application using
these meta-data would depend on their reliability. GPS and magnetometer pose are few
among such meta-data, but their reliability can be under question. Thus, an analysis on
the reliability of GPS and magnetometer tags for multimedia applications is required. In
this work, we propose a method for detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags in N
wide-baseline views using vision.
Given a collection of images, each with its GPS and magnetometer tags that record
its location (latitude, longitude, altitude) and camera orientations (roll, pitch and yaw),
we have to ﬁnd the tags that are likely to be wrong. We propose two novel algorithms
for detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags in multiple wide-baseline camera views.
We call these algorithms, geometric voting and geometric eigen-voting. Our algorithm does
not require the dataset to have a single connected visual path between all images. The
algorithm identiﬁes reliable vision estimates of rotation and translation between cameras
and also outputs a measure of conﬁdence on the correctness of the associated GPS and
magnetometer tags. The reliable estimates can be identiﬁed by exhaustive estimation of
epipolar geometry between all pairs of images or by estimating the expanded basal graphs
as explained in previous chapter.
We show results on the Nokia Grand Challenge 2010 Dataset and the ArtQuad
dataset. The Nokia dataset has 243 images in Lausanne dataset and 105 images in the Demoset. The Lausanne dataset is particularly useful since it also has the intrinsic calibration
parameters along with the magnetometer and GPS tag. However, the Lausanne dataset does
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not have ground truth. We use soft ground truth like epipolar lines and manual ordering of
the images to help us judge if our overall approach is correct. In the initial tests, we found
that magnetometer has very little noise and the GPS is the one that has signiﬁcant noise.
Thus, we completely shift our attention to the GPS noise detection problem. Next, we use
the ArtQuad dataset that has images both with commercial GPS data and DGPS data.
Unfortunately, the ArtQuad data does not have altitude information and the orientation
information. However, the DGPS data in the ArtQuad dataset acts as a ground truth for
benchmarking the performance of our algorithms. We also use synthetic data and vary the
number of noisy data to get an idea of the percentage error that our algorithms can handle.
We consider the general case in which the camera views might or might not be
connected. We consider two images to be connected if there is an intervening sequence
of images that overlap with the adjoining ones in terms of their scene content. It would
be possible to propagate geometric estimates among the visually connected views. Thus,
identifying visual connectivity in the dataset is a part of the problem. When deﬁning this
connectivity we would like to use pairs of view that allow for the most reliable estimate of
the geometric parameters. Such views should have high overlap and should have suﬃciently
separated baseline. The latter is not an issue in our dataset as the views are sparse. Instead
of pairs of images, one could deﬁne connectivity in terms of view triples to allow for trifocal
tensor estimates; however, in wide baseline datasets one is less likely to ﬁnd good triples
than good pairs. So, we restrict ourselves to considering visual connectivity in terms of
pairs of images.

5.1

Background

The problem of reﬁning GPS and magnetometer tags ﬁgured in Nokia Grand Challenge [6] in 2009 and 2010. So far, no research work has directly addressed this challenge
problem using the dataset supplied with the challenge. The Nokia Grand Challenge dataset
is a hard dataset containing images captured using mobile phone that has a camera equipped
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with GPS and magnetometer sensors.

The visual connectivity in this dataset is very

sparse across views, unlike most other landmark scene datasets used in state-of-the-art
research [13, 19, 52, 56, 115] for scene reconstructions and other applications [12, 61, 67,
73, 87, 101, 105, 112, 133, 135]. We use the Nokia Grand Challenge dataset and the
ArtQuad dataset [42] in our research and consider the problem of detection of noisy GPS
and magnetometer tags. After initial experiments, we realize that magnetometers are far
more reliable than GPS. Thus, it is the GPS that is particularly of higher interest. We
addressed the problem of detection [25] of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags in a collection
of wide-baseline images.

5.1.1

GPS

GPS stands for Global Positioning System. It is a constellation of 24 geo-stationary
satellites. 3 of the satellite should be able to see a point on Earth to report the coordinates
of the point. However, the position reported by the GPS can be incorrect by several
meters. There are multiple factors that can degrade the GPS signal. Broadly there are
four reasons [4] namely, time taken by the signal to travel, clock errors, position errors and
intentional degradation. GPS signals are slowed down by the Earth’s atmosphere and by
tall buildings forcing the signals to take longer paths. The receiver clock is not as accurate
as the atomic clock in a GPS satellite leading to mapping errors. The position errors are
due to inaccurately known position of a satellite with respect to ground or with respect to
other GPS satellites.

5.1.2

DGPS

In open ﬁelds, GPS errors are within 15 meters and the average errors are close to
5 meters. The errors are more when the line of sight from the GPS satellites is interrupted.
Thus, a better measurement scheme is required. DGPS stands for Diﬀerential Global
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Positioning System. DGPS uses a reference base station with known coordinates to rectify
the GPS. Thus, DGPS signals have less error. However, even DGPS data can have errors.
In the dissertation, we have used DGPS to serve as ground truth for detection of GPS noise.

5.1.3

Magnetometer and Accelerometer

Magnetometer is an instrument used to measure the strength and sometimes the
direction of a magnetic ﬁeld. Often it is used to measure the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth.
Accelerometers are used as motion sensors. Together with magnetometer, they can be
used to sense the orientation of the camera as done in some modern phones like the Nokia
6210 Navigator. Magnetometer can get aﬀected by external magnetic ﬁelds produced by
electrical equipments around. In the dissertation, whenever we refer to magnetometer, we
mean the orientation sensor that is magnetometer and accelerometer collectively.
We ﬁrst present an exhaustive version of our algorithm and then suggest a modiﬁcation to achieve a faster version.

5.2

Our Approach: Geometric Voting and Geometric Eigen-Voting

In our approach, we ﬁrst ﬁnd out the epipolar geometry estimates that are reliable
enough to detect wrong GPS and magnetometer tags. All pair-wise estimates of epipolar
geometry thus found, are decomposed to rotation and translation, and then they are
compared with pair-wise magnetometer based rotation and GPS based translation. Rotation
matrices are converted to Euler’s angles. The highest cosine similarity between vision based
translation and rotation and GPS based translation and magnetometer based rotation
for each image relative to other images is indicative of the correctness of the GPS and
magnetometer tag respectively in one version of our algorithm in Algorithm 6. In another
version, that is, in Algorithm 7, we used the eigen-vector corresponding to eigen-value of 1 in
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row-normalized cosine similarity matrix to indicate correctness of GPS and magnetometer
tags respectively.
Epipolar geometry estimation between pairs of images [24, 125] is the costliest step
of our approach. state-of-the-art epipolar estimation methods, especially those for wide
baselines, rely on random sampling [47], which is computationally expensive. Exhaustive
pair-wise geometry estimations would take O(N 2 ) such estimations, where N is the number
of views. Potentially matching features between an image pair form a putative correspondence set. We treat the rate of inliers to an epipolar geometry or the fraction of matches that
satisfy the epipolar constraint as a measure of geometric similarity between two images. In
the faster version of our algorithm, we reduce the number of epipolar geometry estimations
by approximating this inlier rate among the putative correspondences between the image
pairs by using CCS. We use the expanded basal graphs from the CODIMSEG algorithm in
the faster version. Thus, as we can formulate conﬁdence measures in the vision estimates,
we estimate a measure of reliability of GPS and magnetometer tags in each image in the
dataset except for the ones in which vision might fail to give us any reliable estimate.
Apart from the ground truth GPS positions in the ArtQuad dataset, we verify the
correctness of our algorithm using soft ground truths like manual ordering of images and
epipolar lines. Through experiments we show that the GPS tags from modern mobile
phones with cameras can be outrageously wrong with respect to vision calibration. We
performed exhaustive pair-wise estimation of fundamental matrices from GPS positions and
magnetometer orientations and found how good they ﬁt with the putative correspondences
between the image pair. The result can be seen in Figure 5.1b. The images are manually
ordered, so the high values are expected to be along the diagonals of the ﬁgure. The
result shows that the fundamental matrices found using GPS positions and magnetometer
orientations are far from correct. On the other hand, we see that vision based fundamental
matrices ﬁt the putative correspondences much better yielding much higher inlier rates as
seen in Figure 5.1a. This shows that vision has a role to play. The faster version of our
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algorithms that use the expanded basal graphs are brieﬂy described in Algorithm 6 and
Algorithm 7.

5.2.1

Problem Model, Notations and Mathematical Objective

Given N images I1 , I2 , · · · , IN with the ith camera having GPS position in geodetic
coordinate system PE
i = (li , gi , hi ) ECEF (Earth Centered Earth Fixed) coordinates Pi =
(xi , yi , zi ) and magnetometer based orientations Oi = (ψi1 , ψi2 , φ3i ), we need an estimate
of conﬁdence on the GPS positions and magnetometer orientations.

This estimate of

conﬁdence can be later thresholded according to the requirement of particular applications,
such as 3D view reconstruction or a photo tour through the views.
In order to get this conﬁdence estimate using vision, we would estimate the degree of
match between reliable vision based estimates of translations and rotations and corresponding GPS based translations and magnetometer based rotations between camera pairs. Our
conﬁdence estimate for an image is the maximum among all such estimates for an image
paired with all other images. This is done separately for GPS and magnetometer sensors.
Algorithm 6 CG , CM = GEOMETRIC-VOTING(V, Λ )
G(V, E = Λ)
for i = 1 → N − 1 do
for j = i + 1 → N − 1 do
if Gij > 0 then
Estimate unit vectors Tvij and Rvij using Fij and Kij
Apply positive depth constraint to the rotation and translation pairs found.
Estimate unit translation vectors and quaternions using Tgij and Rm
ij using GPS
1
positions Pi = (xi , yi , zi ) and magnetometer orientations Oi = (ψi , ψi2 , ψi3 )
g
v
DG
ij = Tij · Tij
v
m
DM
ij = Rij · Rij
end if
end for
end for
CG = maxj (DG )
CM = maxj (DM )
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Image indices

Image indices

Image indices

Image indices
(b) Rate of inliers to GPS and magnetometer
based F matrix in putative match converted
to pixel values.

Image indices

Image indices

(a) Rate of inliers to vision based F matrix in
putative match between image pairs represented
as entries of matrix converted to pixel values.

Image indices

Image indices

Image indices

Image indices
(d) Similarity between vision and magnetometer
based rotation represented as entries of matrix
converted to pixel values.

(c) Similarity between vision and GPS based
translation represented as entries of matrix
converted to pixel values.

Figure 5.1: (a) shows a matrix whose each entry represents the conﬁdence of the vision
based fundamental matrix, (b) shows the conﬁdence of the fundamental matrix generated
from the GPS and the magnetometer estimates, (c) shows the vision based conﬁdence of the
translation estimate from the GPS, (d) shows the vision based conﬁdence of the rotation
estimates from the magnetometer. The conﬁdence in (a) and (b) are quantiﬁed by the inlier
rates in the set of putative correspondences between image pairs. The images in the dataset
are manually ordered in an approximate visually connected sequence. Thus, the high values
are expected to be arranged along the diagonals. High values are towards red, low values
are towards blue. This ﬁgure is best viewed in color.
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Algorithm 7 ϕij = GEOMETRIC-EIGEN-VOTING(V, Λ)
G(V, E = Λ)
for i = 1 → N − 1 do
for j = i + 1 → N − 1 do
if Gij > 0 then
Estimate unit vectors Tvij and Rvij using Fij and Kij
Apply positive depth constraint to the rotation and translation pairs found.
Estimate unit translation vectors and quaternions using Tgij and Rm
ij using GPS
positions Pi = (xi , yi , zi ) and magnetometer orientations Oi = (ψi1 , ψi2 , ψi3 )
g
v
DG
ij = Tij · Tij
v
m
DM
ij = Rij · Rij
end if
end for
end for
CG = eigenvector corresponding to eigen-value of 1 in normalizej (DG )
CM = eigenvector corresponding to eigen-value of 1 in normalizej (DM )
5.2.2

Geodetic to ECEF Coordinates Conversion

Given geodetic coordinates with latitude, longitude and altitude (li , gi , hi ), its coordinates (xi , yi , zi ) in the ECEF coordinate system is given by the following equations. r
and e are the radius and eccentricity of earth respectively. vi is the radius of curvature
in prime vertical [111]. Latitude and longitude are in radians, and hi , (xi , yi , zi ), r and vi
are in meters. Interested readers are referred to [140] for detailed discussion on the ECEF
coordinates.

vi =

(1 −

r
2
e sin2 li )1/2

(5.1)

xi = (vi + hi ) cos(li ) cos(gi )

(5.2)

yi = (vi + hi ) cos(li ) sin(gi )

(5.3)

zi = (vi (1 − e2 ) + hi ) sin(li )

(5.4)
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5.2.3

Reliable Vision Estimates

Let Tvij and Rvij be the vision-based estimate of translation unit vector and Euler’s
angles and Tgij and Rm
ij be the GPS based translation unit vector and magnetometer based
rotation respectively for an image pair {Ii , Ij }. Next, let μ(Fij |Xij ) be a probabilistic
measure of the number of supporting correspondences for the vision based rotation and
translation estimate among all putative correspondences. This is deﬁned more precisely
later. Let the number of all putative correspondences be |Xij | between image pair {Ii , Ij }.
Γ1 , Γ2 and Γ3 are thresholds on estimated number of inliers μ(Fij |Xij ) and lower and upper
threshold on inlier rate

μ(Fij |Xij )
|Xij |

respectively. The measure of reliability of vision estimates

is give by :

Gij =


Γ3 ≥ μ(Fij |Xij ) ≥ max

Γ1
, Γ2
|Xij |


.

(5.5)

If the number of inliers is less or if the inlier rate is too low, the epipolar geometry obtained
is less likely to be accurate. At the same time, if inlier rate is very high, the scene is likely to
be planar. We want to avoid epipolar geometry estimates from a pair of camera looking at
a planar scene, or not looking at the same scene at all. Thus, we threshold out image pairs
that have inliers less than Γ1 =20 and inlier rate less than Γ2 =0.25 or inlier rate greater
than Γ3 =0.75. These thresholds are used on geometric estimates of inliers and inlier rate.
Similar, thresholds are used in [12]. From here on, only the thresholded reliable vision
estimates are used. Optionally, expanded basal graphs can be used as mentioned in the
Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7. In the following subsections, we discuss estimation of Tvij
and Rvij .
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5.2.4

Vision-based Rotation and Translation

In order to estimate vision based rotation and translation between camera pairs,
we ﬁrst need to estimate a fundamental matrix Fij for each pair of images. This poseestimation is done using either the 7-points algorithms or the 8-points algorithm [65]. In
presence of outliers, like in our case, pose-estimation is done in several iterations of 7-points
algorithms or the 8-points algorithm in a random sample consensus framework.
In this work, we use the BLOGS algorithm [24] for estimation of the fundamental
matrix. BLOGS stands for Balanced LOcal and Global Search and it is able to tolerate
high outlier rate in epipolar geometry estimation, making it suitable for use in applications handling wide-baseline image pairs. BLOGS performs simultaneous local and global
searches for the best motion model by sampling from distributions of correspondence probabilities. Global searches are done using a photometry based probability distribution which
remains constant throughout, and local searches are done using ’best so far’ geometry based
probability distribution in the form of Joint Feature Distribution proposed by Triggs [128].
These two kinds of searches complement each other in ﬁnding a better motion model faster
in successive iterations. Moreover, BLOGS algorithm is also able to avoid degenerate
conﬁgurations [127] by checking the mutual scatter in each pair of correspondences amongst
the ones used to generate a motion model. The mutual scatter should be above a decided
threshold in each pair of correspondences for the motion model to be non-degenerate.
After ﬁnding the fundamental matrices Fij using BLOGS, intrinsic calibration matrix Ki and Kj are used to estimate essential matrix Eij from Fij . If all the images are
captured from the same camera, Ki is equal for all i.

Eij = KTj Fij Ki

(5.6)

Further, matrix Eij is decomposed into T ij and rotation matrices. This decomposition gives translation that is either negative or positive and two possible rotation matrices
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leading to four possible combinations. The one that leads to positive depth of the scene
captured in camera views, is the correct estimate of translation and rotation. The reader
is referred to [66] for this decomposition. T ij is converted into unit translation vector Tvij .
Next, the rotation matrix is converted to quaternions Rvij . For this conversion, the reader
is referred to [113].

5.2.5

Tag Conﬁdence Estimation

The dot product of corresponding unit translation vectors from GPS and vision
give a conﬁdence measure of the GPS tag involved. The product of cosine of the diﬀerence
between Euler angles from magnetometer and vision gives a conﬁdence measure of the
magnetometer tag involved. Alternately, dot product between unit quaternions can be used
to give conﬁdence measure of the magnetometer tag.

g
v
DG
ij = Tij · Tij

(5.7)

m
v
DM
ij = Rij · Rij

(5.8)

Rgij and Rm
ij are the conﬁdence measure of the GPS and magnetometer tags respectively. The maximum in the rows of the matrix Rgij and Rm
ij give us the respective
conﬁdence measure of GPS and magnetometer tags in our approach.

G
CG
i = max Dij

(5.9)

G
CM
i = max Dij

(5.10)

j

j

The Equation 5.9 and 5.10 are for GEOMETRIC-VOTING. Similarly, these equations can be modiﬁed for GEOEMTRIC-EIGEN-VOTING as shown in Algorithm 6.
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5.2.6

GPS and Magnetometer based Fundamental Matrix

First, we calculate GPS based translations Tgij after conversion of GPS coordinates
m

y
mz
mx
to ECEF coordinates. Next, we estimate the rotation matrix Rm
ij be R(ψij )·R(ψij )·R(ψij )

m

mz
mx
where R(ψij
), R(ψij y ), R(ψij
) are the rotation matrix formed by Euler’s angle in the

order roll, yaw, pitch respectively. Next, magnetometer based rotations Rm
ij and GPS
based translation Tgij are converted to a 3 × 4 projection matrix PR ij . Another matrix
PRij is formed as shown in following equations.

PRij = Ki [I(3)|0]

(5.11)

I(3) stands for a 3 × 3 identity matrix. The 4th column of the matrix contains 0
entries as shown in the Equation 5.11.

mz
mx
PR ij = Kj [R(ψij
)R(ψij y )R(ψij
)|Tgij ]
m

(5.12)

For conversion of two projection matrices to a fundamental matrix, the reader is
again referred to [66] [76]. We use this fundamental matrix to compare epipolar lines from
vision based estimates with GPS and magnetometer sensor based estimates and to show
result in Figure 5.1b.

5.3

Experiments

Accuracy and precision of our algorithms are measured on both real and synthetic
data. Details of the data are in the following sub-section. Real data is the data that is
coming from DGPS and GPS and images. Synthetic data are a set of point locations and
corresponding noisy point locations.
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Images with marked
points

Corresponding images with GPS
+ Magnetometer based epipolar
lines

Corresponding image with
vision based epipolar lines

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

Figure 5.2: Examples of the quality of epipolar line estimates based on GPS/magnetometer
data and vision data for some image pairs from the Nokia dataset. The left column shows
few reference points on one of the images pairs. The middle column shows the corresponding
epipolar lines on the other image pair based on the GPS/magnetometer estimates. We do
not see any epipolar line in one of the images above because the GPS and magnetometer
estimates are so wrong that the corresponding epipolar lines are outside the image boundary.
In the right column we see the epipolar lines based on the vision estimates.
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In the Table 5.1, DGPS Vs GPS means that the translation vectors used to correct
GPS has been estimated using the DGPS measurements for the sake of experiment. Vision
Vs GPS indicates that vision based translation vectors were used as discussed in the chapter.
Synthetic data are a simulation of the DGPS and GPS data, assuming that the
DGPS data is completely noise free. Random uniform noise is added to random points and
the dataset is prepared. More details follow.

5.3.1

Datasets

Lausanne dataset in the Nokia dataset [6] is of 243 images with position and orientation tags as well as intrinsic camera calibration parameters. This allows it to be a good
dataset for application of vision to detect noisy position and orientation tags. Unfortunately,
the Lausanne dataset does not have any ground truth position and orientation. However,
the overall disagreement of vision with position and orientation tags can be found using
the Lausanne dataset. After initial experiments, it was realized that orientation tags are
mostly correct and it is the position (GPS) data that needs to be studied.
ArtQuad dataset is another dataset we use that has the survey quality (10 cm error)
DGPS data along with GPS data in 348 of its images. This dataset however does not have
altitude information in the position tag and also does not have the orientation tag.
Other than these two datasets, we used synthetic datasets of 1000 2D points with
coordinates between (0,0) and (100,100) and perturbed diﬀerent %ages of data point varying
from 10% to 70% with uniformly random noise ranging up to (10,10). In the synthetic data,
no noise was added to the reference data. In another experiment, DGPS based translation
vectors were also used as a replacement for vision based translation vectors. In the last
experiment, vision based translation vector was used.
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5.3.2

Ground Truth and Performance Evaluation

Ground truth noise is found between GPS and DGPS. Any tag with noise above
4m is considered a noisy tag for the real data. For the synthetic data, we have to identify
all the data to which noise has been added synthetically. Accuracy and precision values for
the detection of noisy tags were found for the synthetic and real dataset.
The conﬁdence measures returned by the algorithm are thresholded to ﬁnd the noisy
tags. In Algorithm 6, the threshold is done below mean, and in Algorithm 7, the threshold
is kept below standard deviation minus mean of the conﬁdence. Actual noise is found using
the diﬀerence between GPS and DGPS. The detections are compared and the accuracy and
precision are found.

ACC =

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

(5.13)

TP
TP + FP

(5.14)

P RE =

5.3.3

Results

All 243 images from the Lausanne dataset were sub-sampled to size of 50×67
for evaluation of photometric similarity matrix. Pose-estimates were evaluated at size of
384×512 for these images.
We can only detect noisy GPS and magnetometer tags, where our vision estimates
are good. Since the problem is new, our concern is accuracy primarily and then speed. So,
we also performed exhaustive pairwise analysis apart from just our fast algorithm. Moreover,
this also helped us in analysis of speed gain and accuracy loss of our fast algorithm over
the exhaustive algorithm.
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Further, in Figure 5.1c, we show the cosine similarity between exhaustive pairwise GPS based translation unit vectors and vision based translation unit vectors, that we
estimate by ﬁnding a dot product between the two. It can be seen in the ﬁgure that higher
values are more towards the diagonal as expected because the images in the dataset are
manually arranged in an approximate order. It can also be noticed that high values in
Figure 5.1c are spread in patterns across the similarity matrix. This is apparently because
translation derived from a low quality (with regards to number of inliers to it) fundamental
matrix (which we threshold out) has a moderate (neither good nor bad) match with GPS
based translation. Next, in Figure 5.1d, we show the product of the cosine of the absolute
values of diﬀerence between Euler’s angles from the magnetometer and vision for all pairs
of images. In the ﬁgure, we notice that high values are very close to the diagonal and rest
of the values appear as random Guassian noise. Not only that, the high values are close
to the maximum possible. This is closer to what ideally one would expect. This shows
that magnetometer readings are quite accurate, and strengthens the qualiﬁcation of vision

Number of Images

Number of Images

estimates as a judge to decide the noisy GPS tags.

Confidence

Confidence

(a) Histogram of GPS confidence

(b) Histogram of Magnetometer confidence

Figure 5.3: Histogram of vision based conﬁdence on magnetometer and GPS based pose
estimates.
In Figure 5.2, we show the diﬀerence between estimates of fundamental matrix from
vision and that from magnetometer and GPS. The epipolar lines in the corresponding image
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(a) GPS error detections

(b) Magnetometer error detections

Figure 5.4: Vision based detection of noisy magnetometer and GPS based epipolar geometry
estimates. Figure shows GPS locations of cameras in local ENU(East North Up) coordinates
with negative Y-axis as north and positive X-axis as east. The reference camera is at the
origin. In (a), we show the noise detections in the GPS estimates of the cameras using
colors. In (b), we show the noise detections in magnetometer estimates of the cameras
using colors. In both (a) and (b), greener cameras are close to correct, while more red
cameras are more noisy. Blue colored cameras denote the ones for which vision cannot be
used to detect reliability of the GPS or magnetometer tags. All other colors like yellow and
orange are formed by combination of red and green.
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should pass exactly through the point corresponding to marked points on the ﬁrst images.
While the vision based estimates were found to be accurate, the GPS and magnetometer
based fundamental matrices were found to be far from accurate, except for the ﬁrst image
pair. The ﬁrst image pair is the one that has highest support for its GPS and magnetometer based fundamental matrix in the entire dataset. This experiment together with the
Figure 5.1b clearly brings out the problem and the role vision can play in this regard.
In Figure 5.3a, we show a histogram of our estimated GPS tag conﬁdence measure
given in Equation 5.9. Ideally all the values should have been close to 1. This shows that
there are many noisy GPS tags. In Figure 5.3b, we show a histogram of our estimated
magnetometer tag conﬁdence measure given in Equation 5.10. Most of the values are
close to 1. This shows that most of the magnetometer tags are nearly accurate. In both
Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b, we can see that the distribution of low values in the histogram is
Gaussian like, which ﬁts our expectation since for the tags which are incorrect we might have
any degree of match between the vision and GPS or magnetometer sensor measurements.
Similarly, high values are centered near 1.
In Figure 5.4, we show our results in color codes on GPS and magnetometer position
and orientation respectively shown in East-North-Up coordinate system with the reference
image at the origin. Cig and Cim are used to color code the conﬁdence measures for display.
These values range between -1 and 1. -1 means that vision cannot detect whether the GPS
or magnetometer estimate is noisy because there was no reliable vision estimate at all to
determine that and such cameras are shown in blue. Other values below 0 are shown in red.
Values between 0 and 1 are shown in colors ranging from red to green. Green is closer to 1.

CCG
i =1−4

cos−1 (CG
i )
π

(5.15)

CCM
i =1−4

cos−1 (CM
i )
π

(5.16)
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Cameras with less noise in their tags are greener and the ones with higher noise are
redder. The images for which, vision cannot decide whether the tags are correct or not are
colored in blue.
Table 5.1: Accuracy and precision values indicating how the proposed algorithms performed
in identifying noisy GPS tags. The experiments were performed on synthetic data by varying
the percentage of noisy GPS from 10% to 70%. On real data from ArtQuad dataset, ground
truth DGPS was used to estimates the unit transaltion vectors to judge the GPS data, and
in another experiment, vision based unit translation vectors were used.
Geometric Voting
Type of data

Synthetic Data

Real Data

Geometric Eigen Voting

% Error Value

Accuracy

Precision

Accuracy

Precision

10%

97.18%

100.00%

96.40%

89.41%

20%

91.62%

100.00%

90.07%

94.21%

30%

85.26%

100.00%

82.16%

95.51%

40%

78.20%

100.00%

71.62%

91.03%

50%

71.25%

100.00%

60.79%

85.99%

60%

63.42%

100.00%

49.57%

80.00%

70%

54.43%

100.00%

37.28%

73.24%

DGPS Vs GPS

65.42%

100.00%

55.33%

21.05%

Vision Vs GPS

63.83%

76.66%

68.30%

74.47%

From the Table 5.1, we can see that the precision of the algorithm 6 is remarkable.
It did not perform well only when real vision data was used, understandably because the
images are sparsely connected. Performance of DGPS Vs GPS and comparing it the results
from the synthetic data, one might conclude that the GPS data has errors about 60% of
the time. Eigen-voting always performs worse that the simple geometric voting algorithm
that uses a simple strategy of accepting the maximum of all votes.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this dissertation, we addressed the problem of leveraging geometric information in widearea sparse-view datasets by geometry based image organization in the form of basal graph
structures. Such datasets have been used less in research. We used the Nokia, Oxford
Building, ArtQuad dataset and twenty other wide-baseline image pairs. Nokia dataset is
a very challenging dataset and has never been used except by us. To test our algorithms,
ground truth was done on the Lausanne dataset by visually looking at the matches. Correct
correspondences in the 20 image pairs were manually identiﬁed and hand-marked points on
pairs of images were used to test result from the image matching and feature matching
algorithms. ArtQuad Dataset has GPS ground truth that was used to test the algorithm
for detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags.
Towards solving the problem we have ﬁve main contributions. First, we proposed
a hop-diﬀusion search mechanism for a local and global search. We used this approach
to search for a non-degenerate estimate of epipolar geometry.

In terms of impact on

the epipolar geometry problem, we ﬁnd that this approach results in signiﬁcantly better
performance on images with wide baselines, scale changes, and repetitive structure. The
success of the BLOGS approach can be attributed to four aspects: the photometry based
global search, the JFD based geometric local search, the degeneracy criterion to weed
out degenerate correspondences, and the M-estimator form of estimate of quality of a
fundamental matrix. The inﬂuence of the mixing parameter α and degeneracy parameter
β in BLOGS was studied and it was found that a more equal mixing is better and a
low value of β results in better performance.
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BLOGS was compared with NAPSAC,

MAPSAC and BEEM. BLOGS uses 10 times lesser number of iterations than the best of the
compared algorithms. The performance of BLOGS after 500 iterations is not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from the best of the other algorithms in 5000 iterations. BLOGS has a linear
time complexity over the number of iterations. NAPSAC and MAPSAC have worse than
linear complexity. The time per iteration of BLOGS did not increase with the number of
iterations but for NAPSAC and MAPSAC it increased. The cost of each iteration of BLOGS
is lesser than the other compared algorithms. BEEM has the highest cost per iteration.
BLOGS initially has a higher cost per iteration than NAPSAC and MAPSAC for number
of iterations less than 500 due to the pre-processing time needed to calculate mutual scatter
for estimating degeneracy, then later the time per iteration of BLOGS remains constant
and for NAPSAC and MAPSAC it increases steadily. BLOGS identiﬁes higher percentage
of inliers within a pixel distance threshold than the compared algorithm in high number
of iterations. In a dataset of 20 image pairs, the median Sampson’s distance was found
for various threshold of 1, 2 , 4 , 8 pixels for all algorithm executed for 50000 iterations.
BLOGS identiﬁed the highest percentage of inliers. BEEM was the most inconsistent of all
the compared algorithms. Performance of MAPSAC was the best amongst the rest of the
compared algorithms.
Second, we propose a geometric match score from BLOGS and photometric match
score CCS (Cumulative Correspondence Score) between image pairs using SIFT [77] features, although other features can also be used. The proposed photometric scores are
a fast approximation of the computationally expensive geometric scores. These scores
are an estimate of the inlier rate and number of inliers in putative correspondence sets
between pairs of images. This is based on the observation that the outlier rate in a putative
correspondence set increase with increase in geometric transformation. CCS was trained on
the matching images in ’Demoset’ of the Lausanne dataset.
Third, we use the photometric scores and the geometric scores to ﬁnd groups of
related images and to organize them in the form of basal tree graph structures using a
novel hybrid algorithm called CODIMSEG (COnnected component DIscovery by Minimally
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Specifying an Expensive Graph). The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the number
of geometric estimations and yield results similar to what would be achieved if all-pair
geometric matching were done. We found that CCS is signiﬁcantly better than GIST and
CODIMSEG is signiﬁcantly better than k-NN in the problem of image organization. Using
CCS, CODIMSEG converges faster. Our hybrid method does not ﬁx the neighborhood
search like k-NN does for geometric veriﬁcation. We found that CODIMSEG-CCS-100 is
the best performing algorithm. We found that all the versions of the CODIMSEG algorithm
performed close to the pure geometric in terms of identifying matching images.
Fourth, we proposed a strategy for graph expansion that does not do exhaustive
geometric estimations of all transitive closures as done in the state-of-the-art but selects
those that connect the graph best as a spanning tree. We use the expanded graphs for ﬁnding
basal paths using Hamiltonian Path approximation algorithms and also for detecting noisy
tags. Conversion of a tree structure to a path structure might lead to splits. We qualitatively
saw that the graph expansion helps in decreasing the number of splits.
In our third and the fourth contribution, we were lead to the same strategy while
researching for advanced methods. Graph expansion algorithm re-uses the CODIMSEG
algorithm again for minimizing the number of geometric estimations. In the state-of-theart, image organization is done by photometric clustering using k-NN, seeking spanning
trees and then graphs expansion. In our algorithm, we proposed a method that uniﬁes the
process of clustering, connectivity and expansion.
We addressed a novel problem of detection of noisy GPS and magnetometer tags in
multiple views that are widely spaced in terms of rotation and translation between them.
We proposed two versions of our algorithm - one performing exhaustive pair-wise epipolar
geometry estimates and other performing epipolar geometry estimates opportunistically,
which is the costliest step in our algorithm. Experiments done in this work clearly bring
out the problem and the role vision can play. For all reliable estimates of vision, we
estimated their match with GPS and magnetometer and found the best match which gives
a robust estimate of tag conﬁdence. We did this using two methods, geometric voting
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and geometric eigen-voting. Geometric voting does not take the dependencies of votes into
account. Geometric eigen-voting takes the dependencies of votes into account. Experiments
done using the algorithms on the Nokia Dataset and the ArtQuad Dataset show that there
is lot of noise specially in GPS tags. Thus, they cannot be used as initialization in vision
but this noise can be detected using vision since vision is much more precise and accurate.
The noise in GPS tags is found to be far more than the noise in magnetometer tags.
After initial research, we concluded that magnetometer information is mostly correct and
concentrated only on the GPS. On synthetic and real data, we found that geometric voting
performed remarkably well in identifying noisy GPS tags in terms of precision. Overall,
geometric voting performed better. Apart from the actual ground truth, epipolar lines and
approximate manual ordering of the dataset served to verify correctness of our approach
and result. The next obvious question is whether vision can be used to rectify these GPS
tags. This is our future interest. While magnetometer tags can be rectiﬁed as it is, GPS tag
rectiﬁcation using motion estimates without reﬁnement over multiple views is hard since
vision based methods estimate translation only up to a scale.
Overall, BLOGS stands tall among all competing algorithm. It makes a place in
a very highly researched class of algorithm. CCS provides a scheme suited for geometric
applications that is both fast and uses less memory as it uses very small images. CODIMSEG
is the highlight of this dissertation as it was used for basal graph discovery and later reused
for basal graph expansion. CODIMSEG very smartly and neatly uniﬁes the objectives
and approaches in a single strategy. Geometric-voting and geometric-eigen voting are our
algorithms for a new problem that has never been solved. Geometric voting is the simpler
version that performed remarkably in terms of its precision.

6.1

Future Works

Geometry based image organization is the center of many applications one of which
is 3D reconstruction. However, doing a 3D reconstruction from views that might have
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come from arbitrary cameras that do not have the focal length tag is a big challenge. We
have explored the ﬁeld of self-calibration also known as auto-calibration and found that the
state-of-the-art is far from making this a practical possibility. If reconstruction could be
done without knowing any camera parameters after organizing the images, one would not
have to collect images with focal length tags for reconstruction as done in [13, 52].
Another possibility is to organize videos according to their content. If a video is
compressed into a single image, one would be able to use the solution suggested for image
organization in the dissertation in this problem. Similarly, the video retrieval can be seen
as a problem of image retrieval.
Vision-guided navigation is another interesting future work for me. If we start at a
point and keep taking connected pictures on our mobile phone, can we ﬁnd out where we
are exactly relative to where we started from. Interesting question is that would there be
any scaling problems as we know that vision can only map the 3D world by a similarity
transform. The scale is lost.
One other exciting work is solving the correspondence problem in order to identify
galaxies or stellar conﬁgurations. In such cases, exhaustive point matching is impossible.
The challenge is to search for a tiny set of dots in a big search space. There are plenty of
other directions too that might get lit up in future.
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Appendix A Glossary of Terms

Wide-area sparse-view datasets : Collection of images of a geographically wide-spread region
such that there are very few pairs of images that match, or in other words, the views are
sparse.
Wide baseline : The distance between the cameras used to take a pair of images.
Random Sampling : Randomly selecting a data point.
Model : A set of data points and its parameters.
Sample : Set of data points required to produce a model.
Degenerate sample : A sample of data points insuﬃcient to parameterize a model completely
because of redundant information in the data points in the sample.
Correspondel : Sample of (7 or 8) correspondences required to produce a epipolar geometry
model.
Transitive closure : If A is connected to B and B is connected to C, check whether A is
connected to C.
Point features : Point features in any image are the detected corners in it. Corners are the
pixels in an image that are distinguishable from its neighborhood pixels.
Photometry : Properties of an image due to its pixel values or appearance is referred to as
photometry of an image.
Geometry : Properties of an image due to locations of pixels in it is referred to as geometric
properties.
SIFT features : Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) are point features that are likely
to get detected and described similarly even when the size of the image is changed.
Correspondences: In a pair of images, one-to-one matching point features from one image
to the other are called correspondences.
Putative correspondences: Set of correspondences that are tentative and might not all be
correct are called putative correspondences.
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Appendix A (continued)

Inlier correspondences: Inlier correspondences are the correct correspondences in a set of
putative correspondences.
Outlier correspondences: Outlier correspondences are the incorrect correspondences in a set
of putative correspondences.
Inlier rate: Rate of correct correspondences in a set of putative correspondences.
Outlier rate: Rate of incorrect correspondences in a set of putative correspondences.
Image match scores or image similarity score: Degree of similarity between a pair of images
ranging from 0 to 1 such that 0 is the match between two non-matching images and 1 is
the value of maximally matching images.
Image dissimilarity score: Degree of dissimilarity between a pair of images ranging from 0
to 1. The sum of similarity score and dissimilarity score is 1.
Epipolar geometry: Epipolar geometry or camera geometry is the strongest constraint on
corresponding points between a pair of images. Corresponding points between a pair of
images must triangulate to a 3D point and this triangulation should deﬁne the orientation
of one camera with respect to the other. Epipolar geometry is captured in the form of
a matrix called the fundamental matrix. Fundamental matrix is also referred as extrinsic
calibration parameters.
Extrinsic camera calibration parameters: The camera calibration parameters between a pair
of cameras, that is, position and orientation of one camera with respect to the other camera.
Intrinsic camera calibration parameters: The camera calibration parameters of a single
camera, that is, the focal length of the camera, pixel aspect ratio, skew and optical center
of the camera.
Photometric match scores: Match score estimated using photometrically established putative
correspondences.
Geometric match scores: Match score estimated using geometrically determined inlier
correspondences.
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Appendix A (continued)

Spanning tree: A spanning tree of a connected graph is a sub-graph connecting all nodes
with minimum number of edges. A spanning tree might not be unique.
Minimum Spanning Tree: A Minimum Spanning Tree of a connected graph is a sub-graph
connecting all nodes using minimum number of edges with the lowest sum of edge weights.
A minimum spanning tree also might not be unique.
Degree 2 constrained Minimum Spanning Tree: A degree-2 constrained Minimum Spanning
Tree of a connected graph is a sub-graph connecting as many nodes as possible such that no
nodes in the graph has a degree greater than 2. A degree-2 constrained Minimum Spanning
Tree is also a Minimum Hamiltonian Path. A connected graph might not necessarily have
a connected degree-2 constrained Minimum Spanning Tree.
Basal graphs: The term basal means minimal and foundational. Basal graphs are spanning
forests in a graph. They are minimal in having minimum number of edges and foundational
for applications. We propose minimal spanning forests and minimum degree-2 constrained
spanning forests
Global Positioning System (GPS): A satellite system sending position signals to a receiver
device.
Magnetometer and Accelerometer : Sensors that sense the orientation of a device.
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Appendix B Notations

Symbol

Represents

V
E
G(V, E = φ)
G  (V, E = ϕ)

Set of N images, {I1 , I2 , · · · , IN }.
Set of weighted edges between images.
Graph connecting images with geometrically weighted edges.
Graph connecting images with photometrically
weighted edges.
Geometric weights (inlier rate) on E.
Geometric weights (number of inliers) on E.
Initial photometric weight of E.
Constant correlating ϕij to geometric inlier rate.
Updated photometric weight of E after t iteration of
geometric veriﬁcation.
Number of features in Ii
Number of connected components Λ in V
Number of splits basal paths in Λ
Basal Tree Graphs of G  .
Basal Tree Graphs of a times updated G  .
Basal Tree Graphs of a times updated G  .
Expanded Basal Graphs of G  .
Basal Path Graphs.
Matrix of feature similarity between features of images Ii and Ij .
Set of putative correspondences between Ii and Ij .
Number of putative correspondences between Ii and Ij .
Similarity value in Sij corresponding to kth putative
correspondence in Xij .
Second highest similarity value along the row of Sij
corresponding to kth putative correspondence in Xij .
Second highest similarity value along the column of Sij
corresponding to kth putative correspondence in Xij .
kth putative correspondence between Ii and Ij .
Photometric conﬁdence weight on kth putative
correspondence between Ii and Ij .
Size of minimal sample.
A vector of size s containing indices of sampled correspondences.
Minimal sample set of correspondences chosen
from Xij in the tth iteration.
Optimal minimal sample set of correspondences chosen from Xij .
Scatter Matrix for θ
Information Tensor for θ

φ1ij
φ2ij
ϕij
κ
ϕij t
ni
c
si
Υ
Υa
Υ∗
Λ
Π
Sij
Xij
|Xij |
ρkij
ρkijr
ρkijc
xkij
k
wij
s
d
θt
θ∗
Vij
Wij
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Appendix B (continued)

Symbol

Represents

Fij
k
δij
μ(Fij (θ)|Xij )
ωij
μij
Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
Kij
PE
i
Pi
Oi
r
e
Qvij
Qm
ij
Tijv
Tgij
DG
ij

Fundamental matrix between Ii and Ij .
Sampson’s Distance of kth putative correspondence from Fij .
Geometric M-estimate of the number of inliers in Xij using θij .
0/1 degeneracy indicator for θij .
Geometric M-estimate of the number of inliers in Xij using θij ∗ .
Threshold on the number of inliers.
Lower threshold on inlier rate.
Upper threshold on inlier rate.
Intrinsic calibration matrix between Ii and Ij .
Geodetic lat, long and altitude (li , gi , hi ) coordinates in meters.
ECEF coordinates (xi , yi , zi ) in meters.
Camera orientation angles (ψi1 , ψi2 , ψi3 )
Radius of Earth in meters
Eccentricity of Earth in meters
Vision based unit quaternion rotation vectors between Ii and Ij .
Magnetometer based unit quaternion rotation vectors between Ii and Ij .
Vision based unit translation vector between Ii and Ij .
GPS based unit translation vector between Ii and Ij .
Dot product of vision and GPS based unit translation vectors between
cameras for Ii and Ij .
Dot product of vision and GPS based unit rotation vector between
cameras for Ii and Ij .
Conﬁdence on GPS tag in Ii .
Conﬁdence on magnetometer tag in Ii .
Color code to show errors in GPS tag in Ii .
Color code to show errors in magnetometer tag in Ii .
Magnetometer roll.
Magnetometer pitch.
Magnetometer yaw.
Projection matrix associated with images Ii and Ij .

DM
ij
CG
i
CM
i
CCG
i
CCM
i
mz
)
R(ψij
my
R(ψij )
mx
R(ψij
)

PRij
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Appendix C Signiﬁcance Test for Simple Linear Regression

Given two measurements X = {x1 , · · · , xn } and Y = {y1 , · · · , yn }, we want to ﬁnd a
regression line Y = mX + C. Let X be the independent variable and Y be the dependent
variable and let C be a constant.

arg min
m

 
(
(Y − mX − C).(Y − mX − C))

(C.1)

On solving the above equation by equating the derivative to zero, m can be obtained
as

m=

X.Y − X.Y
X2 − X

m=r

(C.2)

2

σy
σx

(C.3)

where r is the correlation coeﬃcient given by

r=

(xi − X)
(xi − X)

(yi − Y )
2

(yi − Y )

2

(C.4)

Let the null hypothesis be : There exists no straight line relationship between X and
Y . The correlation coeﬃcient r is used to test the null hypothesis. The relationship is small
for the correlation coeﬃcient values less that 0.3, medium for the correlation coeﬃcient
values greater than 0.3 and less than 0.5, large for the correlation coeﬃcient values greater
than 0.5.
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Appendix D Linear Regression with Zero Intercept

Given two measurements X = {x1 , · · · , xn } and Y = {y1 , · · · , yn }, we want to ﬁnd a
regression line passing through the origin. Let X be the independent variable and Y be the
dependent variable.

arg min
m



((Y − mX).(Y − mX))

(D.1)

On solving the above equation by equating the derivative to zero, m can be obtained
as

m=

(X.Y )
X.X

(D.2)

However, the correlation coeﬃcient cannot be determined using the zero intercept
model.
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